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Economic theory is largely concerned with modelling complexi economic systems.
Economists are often interested in determining the equilibrium values of relevant vari-
ables in static models and in the characteristics of the solutions to dynamic models.
Considering their evolution during the last few decades, economic models have increased
in size, e.g. measured by the number of equations. About forty years ago, the average
number of equations in macro-econometric models was approximately 20. Nowadays,
there are models consisting of more than 500 equations (see, e.g. (van den Berg, Gelauff
& Okker [19881; Burridge et al. 119911)). Other trends in model construction are, e.g.,
linking together several country models  into a global model (Waelbroeck [19761)   and
the  incorporation of non-linear equations (Nijkamp & Reggiani [1991]). Therefore,  it
is clear that economic models have shown a significant increase in complexity. This
growth has also been induced by the tremendous increase in computer power available.
Apart from the increase in computer speed, library programs for econometric routines
and computerised data banks greatly facilitated economic model building.
The disadvantage of this growth is that the economic modelling process tends to be-
come unmanageable. Often, the computer output of large models is almost intractable,
which complicates the interpretation of the results. Furthermore, researchers are con-
fronted with substantial specification uncertainty when constructing econometric models
for testing economic hypotheses (Blommestein 119851). This follows from the observation
that economic theories are usually not detailed enough to warrant a one-to-one mapping
from theory to fully specified models. In other words, the correspondence between equa-
tions of a structural econometric model and the underlying economic theory, from which
lA mathematical definition of complexity can be found in (Casti 11979])
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the  equations are derived, is often disturbed.    In such cases,  it is difficult to obtain   a
causal description of the results of the simulation. Then, questions about the relevance
of the results can be difficult to answer (Royer & Ritschard [1984]).
Contrary to these developments, textbooks treat simple economic models and focus
mainly on qualitative aspects and explanation. To quote a textbook on macro-economics
"This book does not use any advanced mathematics.... Therefore, students should not
find the book difficult on technical grounds.  What will be demanding from time to time is
the economic reasoning" (Barro 119841). An example of this economic reasoning is taken
from (Fleming [1962 9  3701). The issue is to explain the efTects of an expansionary shift
in budgetary policy:
Under fixed exchange rates, an increase in public expenditure will give
rise to an increase in income which will be associated-if the economy was
previously underemployed-with increases in employment and output. The
increase in expenditure will lead  to a deterioration  in the balance of payments
on current account, owing, notably, to a rise in imports.... Since the increase
in public expenditure provokes an unfavorable shift in the current balance and
a favorable shift in the capital balance, it is uncertain whether the balance
of payments as a whole will deteriorate or improve.  . . .I t i s the more likely
to deteriorate, and the less likely to improve, the higher is the marginal
propensity to import, . . ., the less sensitive is the rate of interest to changes
in money income, .. ., and the less sensitive are capital movements to changes
in  the  rate of interest.
This explanation is derived from a set of equations without performing any calcula-
tions. Instead, increases or decreases in variables are recorded. Such economic reasoning
can be subtle in models containing simultaneous equations. Sometimes, intuitive argu-
ments are required to keep track of the steps in the reasoning process. These arguments
include the introduction of ceteris paribus conditions, summarising or ignoring feedback
loops, and making assumptions about the order of magnitude of counteracting effects.
For example, in the explanation presented above, assumptions are stated under which a
deterioration of the balance of payments is more likely. These assumptions can be inter-
preted as assumptions about the order of magnitude of the unfavourable effect (current
account) versus the favourable effect (capital account).
Between elaborate quantitative models on the one hand, and verbal, intuitive or
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semiformal models, on the other, lies the study of what may be called, formal qualitative
reasoning about economic models, which is the subject of this thesis.  The aim of this
study is to formalise qualitative economic reasoning to the extent that explanations of
qualitative economic behaviour can be obtained in a format way. The results of this
thesis are twofold. Firstly, we have developed a framework capable of generating causal
explanations in simple qualitative economic models. Secondly, we have implemented this
framework in a computer program. It is possible, within this framework, to generate
causal explanations of qualitative behaviour which are similar to the kind of explanation
presented in the above example.2
It is important to define the meaning of the notions "qualitative" and "quantitative".
In general, variables can be measured at four different levels of measurement (Brouwer
[1986]). Each scale can be characterised according to the basic operation which is allowed
on its elements (Stevens [19591):
• nominal scale: determination of equality
• ordinal scale: determination of greater or less
• interval scale: determination of equality of intervals or differences
• cardinal (ratio) scale: determination of equality of ratios
It is clear that these scales are listed in hierarchical order, from primitive to more sophis-
ticated, since the basic operation of a scale incorporates the basic operations of the more
primitive scales. The nominal and ordinal scale are called qualitative or non-metric scales
whereas the interval and cardinal scale are quantitative or metric scales (Nijkamp, Leit-
ner & Wrigley [19851). In this thesis, qualitative variables are assumed to be measurable
along an ordinal scale.
The treatment of qualitative systems by Samuelson is generally considered to be
the first contribution to formal qualitative economic systems (Samuelson [19471). The
question put forward is, under what conditions the sign pattern of the solution vector
'In fact, the quoted explanation is reproduced in this thesis using the computer program of chapter 5.
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y of a linear system Ay = b is determinate upon the basis of the sign pattern of the
augmented coefilcient matrix [Al bl.
In the 1960's, a number of researchers started to work on this problem, which was
known as the Sign Solvability problem. Initially, work was done to develop a canonical
form in which all sign solvable systems can be expressed (Gorman [1964]; Lancaster
[1962]; Lancaster [19641). However, the standard forms derived did not provide the full
solution. Necessary and sufficient conditions for Sign Solvability were first presented in
(Bassett, Maybee & Quirk [1968]). Also, related problems have been investigated such
as Sign Stability and Qualitative Invertibility. Solutions to these problems can be found
respectively in (Jeffries, Klee & Van den Driessche  1977]) and (Lady [1983}). The focus
in this line of research is clearly on discovering general properties of qualitative systems.
These concepts are illustrated and compared with new developments in chapter 1 of
this thesis. Unfortunately, the conditions for Sign Solvability and Sign Stability impose
very severe restrictions and are almost never met by realistic economic models.  In
(Brouwer & Nijkamp [1986}), however, the standard sign-solvability approach is extended
to incorporate a mixture of qualitative and quantitative information.
In the last decade, there has been a growing interest to study qualitative reasoning
and qualitative models by researchers in Artificial Intelligence (AI). This subfield of
AI is called Qualitative Reasoning (QR) and an extensive overview can be found in
(Weld & De Kleer [1990]). The field is also known as Qualitative Physics (QP) because
the central domain of application is physics. QR-techniques have also been employed in
other domains such as medicine (Kuipers & Kassirer [1984]), electronic circuits (Williams
119841), and ecology (Simmons 11983]).
Qualitative Physics is concerned with modelling the real world of time varying quan-
tities in a symbolic, qualitative, and causal way. The main goals of Qualitative Physics
I                         „are: 1) to be simpler than classical physics, yet retain all important distinctions in
behaviour, 2) to produce causal accounts of physical mechanisms and 3) to provide foun-
dations for common-sense models for the next generation expert systems (De Kleer &
Brown [19841).
One of the motivations to study Qualitative Physics (or QR) is the observation that
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many everyday physical phenomena cannot be fully described by a set of equations.
More specifically, in order to explain how a particular physical device works, the basic
laws of physics are usually given a causal interpretation.
Qualitative Reasoning is concerned with making good quantisations of continuous
properties of the world, i.e., the distinctions made by a quantisation must be relevant to
the kind of reasoning performed (Forbus [1984}). Good quantisations allow more abstract
descriptions, e.g., considering only the signs, or orders of magnitude of parameters.
However, while abstract descriptions may capture the possible behaviours in a compact
way, the predictions of such behaviour are less detailed. In general, the results are
ambiguous. Sometimes, such answers are acceptable (Forbus [1988]). Even if ambiguity
is involved, this kind of analysis can be fruitful because it indicates when more detailed
information is necessary to distinguish among the various behaviours.
At present, the assimilation of QR-techniques in the economics domain has been fairly
limited, although some interesting contributions have been made (Berndsen & Daniels
119881; Bourgine & Raiman [1986]; Farley [19861; Farley & Lin [19901; Karakoulas [19901).
In this thesis, we investigate further application of QR-techniques in economics. More
specifically, we focus upon aspects of developing an automatic procedure to analyse and
explain the possible qualitative behaviours of economic textbook models. The research
presented here is purely at the methodological level rather than at the domain level, i.e.,
the goal is not to devise a new economic theory but to develop tools for analysing the
structure of qualitative economic models and to provide causal accounts of the possible
distinct behaviours of such models.
Explanation is an important issue in economic modelling since results of a computer
simulation or analysis are more easily accepted when they are accompanied by a causal
explanation (see, e.g., (Blommestein [1985])).  A far stronger position in favour of causal
explanations in macro-economics is made by Hicks:
What is macro-economics for?... There are two main uses which seem
to be left.  One is descriptive.  . . . The other use is the analytical use, which
perhaps after all is central. I do not mean analysis in the sense in which all
theory is analysis; I am thinking of analysis applied to facts. When theory is
applied, it is being used as a means of explanation: we ask not merely what
happened, but why it happened. That is causation; exhibiting the story, so
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far as we can, as a logical process (Hicks [1979}).
We argue that if QR-techniques are useful in physics, they are certainly useful in
economics. In physics, a large class of phenomena can be modelled using universal
laws of physics which have been empirically validated. In contrast, economic models
can only hope to achieve such status. The first reason is the difficulty of conducting
repeatable well-controlled experiments, especially in macro-economics. Economics is a
non-experimental science which is concerned with the making of decisions, and with the
consequences that follow from the decisions (Hicks [1979]). Another reason is that the
economy is subject to continuing structural change which may render stable statistical
relationships, observed in the past, obsolete.
Economic knowledge is extremely imperfect (Hicks [19791), therefore, in order   to
interpret the results of economic simulations, it is crucial to identify the assumptions
which are made. In (Learner [1983}), it is argued:
As I see it, the fundamental problem facing econometrics is how ade-
quately to control the whimsical character of inference, how sensibly to base
inferences on opinions when facts are unavailable.  . . . What is needed...is
a more complete, but still economical way to report the mapping of assump-
tions into inferences. What I propose to do is to develop a correspondence
between regions in the assumption space and regions in the inference space.
I will report that all assumptions in a certain set lead to essentially the same
inference. Or I will report that there are assumptions within the set under
consideration that lead to radically different inferences.  . . . The job of the
researcher is then to report economically and informatively the mapping from
assumptions into inferences. In a slogan, 'The mapping is the message.'
From this point of view, the application of QR-techniques in economics may be viewed
as a first step towards the development of a procedure which automatically derives the
mapping between qualitative assumptions and inferences.
At this point, we emphasise that we do not oppose quantitative methods. Qualitative
and quantitative methods are complementary. In fact, there are some recent contri-
butions towards integration of qualitative and quantitative simulation (Berleant [19911;
Bonarini & Maniezzo F1991]).
The  plan  of the thesis  is as follows. In chapter  1, we present a short introduction
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to the formalisms which provide the foundations of Qualitative Reasoning ((De Kleer &
Brown [19841; Forbus [1984]; Kuipers [19861)). Each theory provides a formalism and
algorithms for describing and simulating physical systems in a qualitative way. We show
that one of the formalisms is similar to earlier work in qualitative comparative statics.
Chapter 2 deals with theories of causal ordering. These theories determine an asym-
metrical relation of causality between variables, given a noncausal description of the
system. The only information needed for causal ordering in static models is, which
variable occurs in which equation, i.e., the incidence matrix of the system. The causal
ordering may be used as a basis from which causal explanations can be derived. There
has been a lot of debate about causal ordering in the literature.  In this thesis, the causal
ordering theories are compared and an equivalence theorem is proved linking the for-
malisms for a large class of systems. It is our hope that this theorem clarifies the long
and confusing discussions in the literature (De Kleer & Brown [19861; Iwasaki & Simon
[198681; Iwasaki & Simon [1986b}).
In chapter 3, we formulate a framework for representing qualitative economic knowl-
edge. The framework is based on the theories discussed in chapter 1 but adapted to
suit economic modelling. The major difference is the incorporation of so-called causal
constraints which explicitly define causal relationships among variables. This framework
is used to generate the possible qualitative behaviours of the system given a qualitative
description of that system. It is well-known that standard Qualitative Simulation tech-
niques, discussed in chapter 1, suffer from intractable branching, i.e., a combinatorial
explosion of possible qualitative behaviours (Kuipers  & Chiu 11987}).   In our framework,
we observe a similar proliferation of qualitative behaviours in economic models.
In chapter 4, heuristics are presented which aim to reduce the intractability of Qualita-
tive Simulation observed in chapter 3. In the literature, a number of proposals have been
made to tame intractable branching based on various mathematical techniques (Kuipers
& Chiu [1987]; Lee & Kuipers [19881; Struss [19881). In this thesis the emphasis is on
reducing the branching in ways which are meaningful from an economic point of view.
Each heuristic is formulated as a discriminating rule filtering states from the simulation
which do not meet the criterion of the heuristic. Three important heuristics are defined
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which constitute the basis of economic reasoning.
• The cawality heuristic is based on a special causal ordering technique presented
in the same chapter. Unlike the three theories of causal ordering as described in
chapter 2, our technique takes advantage of an explicit representation of causality.
Furthermore, it exploits the different ways in which economists treat predetermined
variables versus endogenous variables. Consequently, this causal ordering technique
presumes more economic knowledge than the other approaches. The result, called
causal influence graph, is a causal ordering which reflects economic intuition more
than other theories of causal ordering.
• The relative order-of-magnitude heuristic is based on a set of assumptions about
the relative order of magnitude of counteracting economic effects. An assumption
comprises a partial ordering of effects acting on a specific economic variable.
• The equilibrium heuristic is introduced to find equilibrium states in the simulation
graph. A best-first search is conducted in order to generate all equilibrium states
with a shortest path from the initial state. Subsequently, this set of equilibrium
states can be employed to discover comparative static properties of the economic
system under study.
In chapter 5, we discuss the computer program QERT (Qualitative Economic Rea-
soning Tool). This program is a qualitative reasoner implementing the framework and
heuristics discussed in chapters 3 and 4. The results of applying QERT to a qualitative
economic model are:  (1) a description of the qualitative behaviours of the model and (2)
explanations of behaviour using causal influence graphs.
QERT is written in Quintus Prolog and runs on a Sun SPARC machine. A broad
overview of the program is presented with the emphasis on declarative aspects.  The
program is used to generate the outcomes of the examples presented in chapters 3 and 4.
Other qualitative economic models can be analysed by QERT if they meet the conditions
set out in chapters 3 and 4.
Chapter 6 consists of two parts. In the first part, we summarise the results of this





In this chapter, we summarise the three main theories of Qualitative Simulation.  Fur-
thermore, we point out that one of these theories is equivalent to qualitative comparative
statics. The theories of Qualitative Simulation form the core of research in Qualitative
Reasoning. Nowadays, the three theories are usually referred to as the component-
centered approach (De Kleer & Brown [1984}), the process-centered approach (Forbus
[19841),  and the constraint-centered approach (Kuipers [19861). Each theory defines  a
framework in which the qualitative behaviour of a system can be represented. In chap-
ter 3, we present an alternative approach which can be positioned somewhere between
the component-centered approach and the constraint-centered approach. Important con-
cepts in a theory of Qualitative Simulation are:
Qualitative state How is a qualitative state of the system represented?  What are
the domains of the qualitative variables?  What are the semantics of the relations
among variables?
Simulation Which qualitative states are "allowed" and in what ways can the system
go from one qualitative state to the next?
Interpretation  In what form are the results of the simulation represented. What is the
interpretation of these results?
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A comprehensive overview of the three formalisms can be found in (Iwasaki [1989]).
In (Bredeweg & Wielinga [1988]) the theories are presented in a uniform way and sub-
sequently compared.
In order to clarify similarities and differences of the theories discussed in this and
subsequent chapters, we employ one simple economic model in various forms.  This
model is the well-known Keynesian model which can be used to analyse the transmission
mechanism of money (see, e.g. (Dennis [1981 chap. 41; Samuelson [1947 chap. 91)). The
Keynesian model is simple which makes it convenient for examples, yet, it is sufficiently
complex to illustrate and compare the theories used in this study. We introduce four
versions of the model referred to as Kl, K2, K3, and K4 throughout this thesis.  In
examples, we justify the application of particular model Ki  (i  =  1,2,3,4)  and, if possible,
indicate the results if model  Kj  (j  =  1,2,3,4; j  4  i)  had been applied instead.
Dynamic Model (Kl)
ACY,I)    = 0 (1.1)
f2(I,r)   = i (1.2)
fs(Y, Mi)    = 0 (1.3)
f.(r, MI)   - 0 (1.4)
Md- Mi- M2   = 0 (1.5)
fe(Md, M.)   = 0 (1.6)
f7( MA     = c7 (1.7)
I = investment ; Md  = total money demand
Y    = national income  ;  Ml = transactions money demand
r     =  interest rate       ;  M2 = speculative money demand
M.   = money supply ; C7 =  constant > 0
Equation (1.1) represents the Keynesian multiplier mechanism linking investment and
national income. The assumption underlying the dynamic investment function (1.2) is
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that entrepreneurs have a desired level of investment that depends upon the interest rate
and can differ from the actual level of investment denoted by I.  If the actual invest-
ment is lower (higher) than the desired investment, entrepreneurs increase (decrease)
their investments. Equation (1.5) is the definition of total money demand which is com-
posed of the transactions money demand (1.3) and speculative money demand (1.4).
Equation (1.6) represents the dynamic behaviour of the money market; whenever the
money-market is in disequilibrium the interest rate is changing.  In case of an excess
supply (demand), the interest rate decreases (increases). The money supply is assumed
to  be a policy instrument  of the monetary authorities  and is therefore exogenous  ( 1.7).
Static Model (K2)
The static model K2 is obtained from dynamic model  K 1 by setting all derivatives equal
to zero. Therefore, equation (1.2) and (1.6) are replaced by their static counterparts (1.8)
and (1.9). The static model represents the situation in which the money market is in
equilibrium and actual investment equals desired investment.
fy(I, r) =0 (1.8)
fe(Md,M,) = 0 (1.9)
Dynamic Model (K3)
In dynamic model K3, private consumption C is represented in equation (1.16). Fur-
thermore, equation (1.15) is written as a difference equation: The other equations are
equivalent  to the corresponding equations  of  K l.
Y = C+I (1.10)
Md  =  Mi + M2 (1.11)
'Subscript t-i o f variable z,_: (i 2 0) denotes the time period of z. For brevity, the subscript for
the current period  (s  =  0)  has been omitted. Furthermore,  8%  E  zt  -  zi- 1  and x denotes  that  z  is
exogenous.
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EMd  =   Md- M. (1.12)
Mi = 91(Y) (1.13)
MI = 92(r) (1.14)
Ar = 93(EMd) (1.15)
C = 94(11-1) (1.16)
I  = 95(rt-1) (1.17)
M. = M. (1.18)
Static Model (K4)
Static model K4 is derived from K3 by imposing the equilibrium condition 4 = x:-1 =
. . . = 2,_i (i 2 0).
Y = C+I (1.19)
Md  =  Mit Ml (1.20)
Md = M. (1.21)
Mi = 91(Y) (1.22)
M, = 92(r) (1.23)
Ar = 0 (1.24)
C = 94(Y) (1.25)
I  = 95(r) (1.26)
M. = M. (1.27)
1.2 The Component-centered Approach
In the formalism of de Kleer and Brown (De Kleer & Brown [19841), physical systems are
described in terms of components and conduits. Components are parts of the physical
system which change the form and characteristics of material, e.g., valves, transistors,
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and heaters. Conduits transport material, e.g., pipes, wires, and cables. In contrast to
components, conduits cannot change material or information of the device. It is assumed
that conduits are completely full of material and incompressible. Therefore, conduits act
like ideal transmitters of material among components.
Each component and conduit can be modelled by a set of confluences. A con#uence
is a constraint with qualitative derivatives and variables which can take a value from
the domain {+,-,0}. Sometimes, multiple sets of confluences are necessary to describe
the behaviour of a component adequately. In that case, the operating range of a compo-
nent is divided into different regions, called operating regions, corresponding to different
qualitative states.
The qualitative behaviour of a device is composed of intra-state behaviour and inter-
state behaviour. Intra-state behaviour is defined as behaviour in which the device remains
in the same qualitative state, i.e., all variables are either constant or continue to change
in the same direction. Intra-state behaviour is derived by solving a set of confluences
corresponding to a static model. Without loss of generality, every confluence can be
written as a simple sum of variables Bv:.  It is important to note that the differential 8 is
the differential with respect to some exogenous variable a and not with respect to time.
Formally, a confluence is represented by
I  1,8., = c where Ov„c € {t, 0,-} (1.28)
81
For example, consider model K2 reformulated in terms  of  ( 1.28):
BY- BI  =  0
BIt Br  =  0
BY- BMi  =  0
Dr  +  8 MI     =     0
8Md- 8Ml- BM,   =   0
8Md- BM.   =   0
(1.29)
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Suppose M. is perturbed upwards, i.e., 8M. = +. Then, the corresponding intra-state
behaviour is given by
BY = OI = 8Ml = BM2 - 8Md - BM, = t,    8r = -.
The interpretation of this solution is that, following a positive money supply shock, the
interest rate decreases and all other variables increase. By varying the initial conditions,
the set S of all possible states which satisfy the set of confluences can be derived.  S
represents the set of all intra-state behaviours.  In the case of K2, there are two non-
trivial solutions; S consists of the solution given above and its counterpart with all signs
reversed.
Inter-state  behaviour is defined on the basis of S as the set of possible state-transitions
between members of S. A transition from one state to another is valid if all variables
change continuously. Extra rules are employed to decide whether the device can remain
in a state for some time or can stay in that state only momentarily. The resulting
behaviour can be depicted as a state-transition graph G where S is the set of nodes
representing intra-state behaviour. Inter-state behaviour is represented by a path in G.
It is interesting to note the similarity between the component-centered approach of
de Kleer and Brown and the theory of qualitative comparative statics in economics. Of
course, economic theory is not about components and conduits but the idea of describ-
ing the disturbance of equilibrium situations in a qualitative way, is the same in both
approaches. Comparative statics is a technique to compare equilibrium states. The
central question is:  "What are the new equilibrium values of the variables if one of the
parameters is perturbed?" In general, an economic system is represented by a set of n
equilibrium equations:
f(z, a) = 0 (1.30)
where z is the vector of equilibrium values of the n endogenous variables and a is an
exogenous parameter. Given a small change in the parameter a, we differentiate (1.30)
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with respect to a to obtain:
64 ah dz, + fli =O (i = 1, . . . ,n) (1.31)
1 18% i (la       Ba
Let A denote the n x n matrix [ft] and let y and b denote respectively, the n x l vector
['d.] and [-2], then we can rewrite (1.31) as
Ay=b (1.32)
The vector =t y represents the values of the variables in the new equilibrium position.
Qualitative comparative statics presupposes that only the signs of elements in A, Y,
and b of (1.32) are known. It is concerned with the derivation of the signs of the vector
y given the signs of the matrix A and vector b. In the literature, this problem is known
as the sign soluability problem.  Let QA, Qu and Qb be the qualitative matrices 3gn(A),
agn(y) and 3gn(b) where agn is the sign-operator. The system (1.32) is sign solvabte if
B  =  QA, c  =  Qb,  Bz  = c implies  z  =  Qv. The system is partially sign solvable  if for
some, but not all, elements z;, z: = (Qu). (Maybee [1981]). A comprehensive treatment
of alternative approaches  can be found in (Brouwer  [1986]).
In the following, we apply the comparative static analysis to K2. Rewrite K2 in the
form of equation (1.32) with M. as the perturbed parameter:
f.4     -2,h-     -211-     -elL      flt      f.tt  -   -  JL   -          -   _ -ALL
BI BMJ 8Ml BM# & aY dMD BM.
rh -912- -2,tz- -fla- f,tz  11 dM _ 411-
BI BM, BMi BM, 8, BY dM, BM.
fil .fl:- .fli. .21:- gil  la *M _  
BI 8Ml BMi BM, 87 BY dM. _ BM.
(1.33)fli -fli- .fli- -211- 21i Mi dM _ &11-
81 BMI 8Ml 8Md ar BY dM. BM.
#A      -21&-     -UL      -21i-      fli       lt               dr                      _ -th-
aI 8Ml BM) BM, 87 aY dM, aM.
M HL -flt. -ili. fli 21 _dY gi.
aI 8Ml BMI OMA  8,  BY - _ dM, - -  BM.
Equation (1.33) is equivalent to
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-0000+ £0 -0
-0 0 0-0   #6    0dM.
0-0 0 0+         0
(1.34)
0 0+0+0         0
0- - +0 0   1    0
000+00- . .+_
It can easily be verified that (1.34) is sign solvable (Bassett, Maybee & Quirk [1968])
with the unique solution vector y as:
-        -      -     -
_Al_              +dM.
dM +dM.
'M;      +dM.
(1.35)dM             +dM.
_d.
dM.
-5- - + -
The similarity between the analysis of intra-state behaviour and qualitative compar-
ative statics can be seen by comparing the solution of the set of confluences (1.29) to the
results  of the comparative static analysis  ( 1.35). Hence, deriving intra-state behaviour
corresponds to comparative static analysis of the set of confluences. Because K2 is sign
solvable, only one state is compatible with the set of confluences given the value of
the exogenous parameter. Complete intra-state behaviour is obtained by repeating the
comparative static analysis for every possible value of the exogenous parameter.
We conclude the discussion on comparative statics by showing that the dynamic model
Kl corresponding to the static model K2, is sign stable. One of the main assumptions
underlying comparative static analysis is the feasibility of a new equilibrium after the dis-
placement of the initial equilibrium. In terms of equation (1.30), this implies f(=,a') = 0
where a' is the value of the exogenous parameter in the new equilibrium. Therefore, com-
parative statics results are only meaningful if equilibrium can indeed be re-established,
i.e., the equilibrium must be stable. Of course, the same holds for physical systems.
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This relation between the stability of equilibrium and the derivation of fruitful results
in comparative statics is called the correspondence principle in (Samuelson [19471). The
scope of the correspondence principle with respect to qualitative comparative statics is
investigated in (Bassett, Maybee & Quirk 119681; Quirk [1968]).
In (Quirk [1968]), it is assumed that, in addition to static model (1.30), there is
a corresponding dynamic model describing a titonnement adjustment process.  The
dynamic equations are represented by:
dz:
- = bifiC=,a) (i = 1, . . . ,n) (1.36)dt
The positive constants bi denote the "speed of adjustment" of x.. Suppose, the adjust-
ment process can be approximated by the linear terms in a Taylor series expansion in a
sufficiently small neighbourhood of equilibrium (x denotes the equilibrium value of z):
'12 - 4 i 2(" - *') (i -1, . . . ,n) (1.37)1-1   J
Let zj = =j - ij and rewrite (1.37) in matrix form:
2 = BAz (1.38)
where B is a positive diagonal matrix with elements b, and A = Iff.1. The stability of
equilibrium of the system (1.38) depends on the properties of matrix A.  It is well known
that a real matrix A is stable if the real part of each characteristic root of A is negative.
Suppose (1.38) is a qualitative system. Then, a matrix A is said to be sign stable if for
any real matrix M, agn(M) = QA implies that M is a stable matrix. Hence, a sign
stable matrix is a matrix that is stable on the basis of its sign pattern alone.  We can
rewrite Kl into the form of (1.38):
I  4 0 - I     I
(1.39)r   0 b + r   r
It is easy to verify that the system (1.39) is sign stable (Jeffries, Klee & Van den Driess-
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che [19771). From the fact that the dynamic system Kl is sign stable, we can infer that
the comparative static results from the corresponding static model K2 make sense.
1.3 The Process-centered Approach
Forbus (Forbus [1984]) describes a process-based framework for qualitative reasoning
called Qualitative Process Theory (QPT). In QPT, physical situations are described in
terms of processes. Processes act upon inddiduah which represent the various objects
of the system, e.g., containers, fluid-paths, and episodes of time. In this theory, only
active processes can produce changes in the physical system. A process is active if
its preconditions and quantity conditions are met. Preconditions are exogenous factors
which are relevant for the process to occur, but are outside the scope of QPT. Quantity
conditions are statements of inequalities between quantities of individuals. For example,
a quantity condition for the "boiling process" is: "the temperature of the substance is
not less than the boiling point of that substance".
In addition, the description of a process consists of relations and injiuences among
individuals. Relations are statements about the quantities of objects which are true
whenever the process is active.  The set of influences specifies the causes of possible
changes in quantities of individuals.  It is assumed that the quantity of an object is
changed either by relations or by influences but not both. The difTerence between rela-
tions and influences is that the latter operate directly on a quantity as the consequence
of an activating process while the former propagate the resulting changes to other in-
dividuals. All possible processes that are defined for some situation are collected in a
domain-specific process library.
The qualitative behaviour of a physical system over time is determined by repeated
application of the following four steps:
• Identify the potential processes which may occur given the set of individuals and
the process library.
• Determine which processes are active by checking the preconditions and quantity
conditions.
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• Derive the possible values of the changes in quantities of individuals. These val-
ues are determined by "resolving", a technique similar to constraint propagation
(Forbus 119841).
• Perform Limit-Analysis.  If a quantity of an object is moving towards a limit, it
may cross that limit in the next time-interval. In that case, it may effect one or
more quantity conditions and thereby activating new processes or de-activating
current processes.
This sequence of steps is repeated until no new states of the system are encoun-
tered. The result is an envisionment of the system, i.e., a graph representing all possible
behaviours of the system.
In order to clarify the concepts of QPT, we present a simplified description of a
process, taken from (Forbus [19841),in figure 1.1. The process is the flow of fluid from a
source 8rc to a destination dst along a path p. Four indiuiduals are defined: 3,·c, dst,p,
and #ow-rate.  The precondition states that p is aligned, i.e., the path of the fluid is
unbroken which is, of course, necessary for the fluid in order to flow.  The quantity
condition states that the pressure at the source is greater than the pressure at the
destination. The relation stillow-rate ocQ+ ([pressure(arc)] - [pressure(613t)})" states that
the flow rate of the fluid is Uqualitatively proportional„ 2 to the difference in pressure
between the source and the destination. The two infuences describe the fact that the
quantity of the flow rate negatively (positively) influences the amount of fluid at the
source (destination).3
The qualitative behaviour of process "fluid-flow" can be determined by the sequence
of steps discussed above. The second step consists of checking two conditions:  p is aligned
and [pressure(arc)1 > [pressure(dat)1. If these conditions are satisfied, then, from step
three, it is determined that the amount of fluid in arc is decreasing and the amount of
fluid in *t is increasing. This follows from the fact that the flow rate is positive which,
2The expression v crq+ w means that there is an increasing monotonic function f such that u =
f(...,w,...).  Similarly, v ocq- w implies the existence of a decreasing monotonic function g such  that
u= 9(..., w,...).
3Note that the positive influence relation I+(v, w) and its counterpart  I-(u,w) are directed,  i.e., w




arc is a contained-liquid
dat is a contained-liquid
p is a fluid path, Fluid-connected(arc, dat, p)










Figure 1.1: Description of process "fluid-flow"
in turn, is deduced from the relation fow-rate o<Q+ ([pressure(src)] - [pressure(dat)]).
1.4 The Constraint-centered Approach
In the constraint-centered approach of Kuipers, relations among variables are expressed
as constraints. A concise definition of the formalism and its implementation QSIM can be
found in (Kuipers [1986}). The method of Qualitative Simulation that will be introduced
in chapter 3 is largely based on the approach discussed in this section.
In this approach, the qualitative behaviour of a system is predicted on the basis of an
initial state and a set of constraints. The constraints describe the structural relationships
of the relevant functions of the system under study. Different types of constraints will
be discussed in section 3.3.
A  system F i s represented by a set of time-dependent functions  {fi,...,f™}.  All  A
are continuous differentiable functions of time. A totally ordered set of landmark values
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ll  <  4  < ···<this associated  with each function  A.   This  set may include  -00,00
and always includes 0. A landmark is a value at which the qualitative behaviour of A
changes. For example, the melting point of a substance is a landmark indicating the
temperature at which a phase transition occurs. The qualitative state of a function f at
time t is a pair < Qual, Qdir > where
[ 4           if f(t) = 4Qud= 1
l (4,4+1)  if 4 < f(t) < 4+1
inc  if f is increasing
Qdir = <  std  if f is steady
dec  if f is decreasing
Distinguished time-points are those points where something interesting happens to
f, e.g., f is equal to a landmark value. In Qualitative Simulation, one is interested in
finding the possible states at distinguished time-points of all functions f. Between two
distinguished time-points of f the qualitative state of f does not change. The qualitative
behaviour of the system F is the union of qualitative states of all functions f..
There are two sets of so-called "transition rules" which are used to generate all possible
successors of the qualitative state of F: I-transitions and P-transitions. I-transitions are
applicable if the system moves from a state in a time interval to a state at a time-point.
The set of P-transitions maps states at a time-point to states in an interval. The number
of transitions for function A depends on the current state. The complete list of I- and
P-transitions is given in table 1.1, adopted from (Kuipers [1986}). In transitions I8 and
I9 of table 1.1, r is a newly created landmark at which A becomes steady. Hence, the
totally ordered set of landmarks corresponding to A is extended to include t' such that
£1 < . . . <4<1. < 4+1 < . . . < lk.
The qualitative state of the system is defined as the set of qualitative states of all
functions f. In principle, one may generate all possible successors of the initial state.
However, not all successor states satisfy the set of constraints which are imposed on the
system. The determination of states which satisfy all constraints is carried out in QSIM
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P-transitions I-transitions
state at state in state in state at
t= 4 (t;, t.+1) (ti, t:+1) t= 4
Pl (4,std) (4,std) Il (4,std) (4,std)
P2(4,std) (<  4,4+1  >,inc)      I2  (< 4,4+1  >,inc)      (4+1,std)
P)(4,std) (< 4-1,4 >,dec)  I3 (< 4,4+1 >,inc)   (4+1,inc)
P4 (4'inc) (< 4,4+1 >,inc)   I4 (< 4,4+1 >,inc) ( <  4,4+1   >,inc)
P5 (< li,/j+i >,inc)   (< lj,/5+1 >,inc)   I5 (< lj,lj+1 >,dec)   (/j,std)
P6 (4,dec) (< 4-1,4 >,dec)   I6 (< 4,4+1 >,dec)  (4,dec)
PT (< 4-1,4 >,dec)   (< 4-1,4 >,dec)  I7 (< 4,4+1 >,dec)  (< 4,4+1 >,dec)
I8  (<  4,4+1   >,inc)       (/,std)
I9 (< 4,4+1 >,dec)  (t',std)
Table 1.1: P- and I-transitions
as follows.
First, a table is generated for every constraint consisting of all combinations of transi-
tions of the variables appearing in that constraint (Berndsen & Daniels [199Oa]). Second,
the set of tables is reduced in three subsequent steps:
1. Constraint consistency filtering,
2. Pairwise consistency filtering,
3. Global consistency filtering.
Constraint consistency filtering is the process of eliminating all combinations of tran-
sitions that violate a single constraint.     This   is   done for every constraint.     In   step   2,
adjacent constraints, i.e., constraints that share a function, eliminate those combina-
tions that do not match on the function they have in common. This is called pairwise
consistency filtering or Waltz filtering (Waltz [1975}).  At the final step, a transition
from the reduced tables is assigned to each function f. Some assignments lead to a
dead end and are eliminated (global consistency filtering). The remaining assignments
are called global interpretations. Hence, the process of generating the next qualitative
state is a mixture of "generate-and-test"  (step  1) and "pruning"  (step  2  and 3) (Kuipers
[19861; Williams  1984}). This three-stage filtering process is a particular solution to
an instance of a class of problems called constraint satisfaction problems (CSP's). Sev-
eral general techniques currently exist to solve CSP's. For a more detailed account on
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CSP's, the reader is referred to, e.g. (Van Hentenryck 119891). The implementation of
the three-stage filtering process in Prolog will be discussed in detail in chapter 5.
The output of the QSIM algorithm is a tree consisting of nodes representing qualitative
states and links representing state-transitions.  The root of the tree is the initial state.
A path in the tree corresponds to some qualitative behaviour of the system.
In this chapter, we have presented a brief account of existing approaches towards
Qualitative Simulation. The constraint-centered and confluence-centered approaches
form the basis for the framework that will be presented in chapter 3. From the perspec-
tive of modelling physical processes, the process-centered approach is perhaps the most
interesting approach. The application of this technique to economic problems, however,
appears not fruitful since the notion of process has no intuitive meaning in economic
models.
The major difference between the theories of sections   1.2  and    1.4,  on  the  one  hand,
and the framework introduced in chapter 3, on the other, is the explicit incorporation
of causal relationships among variables. These explicit causal relationships are modelled
using so-called causal constraints. In chapter 4, the constraints of the model are given
a causal interpretation by using a special causal ordering technique. Therefore, in the




Theories of Causal Ordering
2.1 Introduction
The concept of causality is an important issue in Qualitative Reasoning. A major goal of
QR research is the development of procedures for automatic explanation of qualitative
behaviour. Such procedures can only be developed if the underlying concept of causality
is sufficiently formalised. Despite the fact that the topic of causality has been studied
extensively, it is still considered controversial. For example, in the AI journal, a debate
about causality has been published between, on the one hand, Simon and Iwasaki, and
on the other  hand, de Kleer and Brown (De Kleer & Brown [19861; Iwasaki & Simon
[1986a]; Iwasaki & Simon [1986b]). Although not very illuminating, the debate stresses
the importance of causality issues in Qualitative Reasoning. The interest in theories of
causality stems from the close relationship between causality and explanation claimed by
researchers in various disciplines (Giirdenfors [1988]; Kodratoff [1991]; Weld & De Kleer
[1990]).
Given the vast amount of work done on causality and the scope of this chapter, we
only present a short overview of theories of causality. It should prepare the reader for the
technical discussion in the rest of this chapter. Table 2.1 shows a simple classification of
causality theories into four categories: deterministic versus probabilistic, and event-based
versus variable-based theories of causality. Although some theories incorporate one or
more aspects, each theory appears only in the most appropriate entry of table 2.1. We
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deterministic probabilistic
event-based Mackie (1974) Suppes (1970)
Lewis (1973)
Simon (1953)
variable-based de Kleer and Brown (1984) Granger (1969)
Gilli (1981)                                         ..
Table 2.1: A simple classification of theories of causality
briefly discuss the theories mentioned in table 2.1 in order to position theories of causal
ordering within the literature. Comprehensive discussions can be found in, e.g. (Kitcher
& Salmon [19891; Sosa [1975}).
Event-based theories focus on causal dependencies among particular facts, called
events, which describe the possession of, or change in, a property of the system un-
der consideration. In variable-based theories, the phenomena under consideration are
represented by variables and causal dependencies are defined among variables instead
of events. However, a relation between event-based theories and variable-based theories
is pointed out in (GRrdenfors [19881). GRrdenfors compares the event-based theory of
(Suppes [19701) to the variable-based theory of (Granger [1969]).  In that interpretation,
time series data of a variable v is considered a sequence of events, i.e., each observation
of variable v at time t represents an event e(vt).
The deterministic event-based theory of Mackie (Mackie [1974]) defines the event C
to be a cause of event E, if for some X and Y, (C A X) v Y is a necessary and sufficient
condition for E. This is called the INUS-condition: C is an Insufficient but Necessary
part of an Unnecessary but Sufficient condition for E. Although some refinements have
been proposed, it appears that the INUS-condition is too weak, in the sense that it
cannot separate spurious causes from genuine causes, which limits its usefulness (Shoham
[1988]).
Another deterministic event-based theory of causality is based on counterfactuals
(Lewis [1973]). By definition, A counterfactually implies B (denoted A 0-+ B) in a
world W just in case among all the worlds accessible from W which satisfy A, all the
ones closest to W also satisfy B. Then, an event E depends causally on another event
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C iff the presence of C counterfactually implies the presence of E and the absence of
C counterfactually implies the absence of E. Formally, 0(C) [» 0(E) A  0(C) 04
70(E) where 0(X) denotes the fact that X occurred. In (Shoham [1988]), it is argued
that reducing the notion of causality to the notion of similarity between possible worlds
is not advantageous. Most likely, determining the similarity between worlds somehow
requires a definition of causality which is the problem to be solved in the first place.
In the event-based probabilistic theory of Suppes (Suppes [1970]), the occurrences of
all events are given by probabilities. Ignoring details, Ct is said to be a cause of Et, if
(t < t') and P(Et,  1  Ct)  >  P(Et,). In other words, Ct is a cause of Et, if Et, is more likely
to occur in case Ct is present than if Ct is absent. Clearly, this theory also captures a
notion of deterministic causality by restricting the probabilities to equal 0 or 1.
The probabilistic variable-based notion of causality, described in (Granger  [1969]), is
frequently used in the social sciences, most notably economics, and is known as Granger
or Wiener-Granger causality. Given two variables X and Y, this theory can be used
to determine if a causal relation exists between X and Y and if so, whether causality
runs from X to Y or vice versa. More specifically, in the context of econometrics, it is
assumed that time series data about X and Y and other economic variables are available.
Then, X causes Y if Y can be "predicted better" by using past values of X than by
not doing so, other relevant information being used in either case. To determine which
prediction is better, the statistic Mean Square Error a2 is used. Given a set of variables
and the relevant time series information, the concept of Wiener-Granger causality can
be used to discover causal relations among variables. However, spurious causal relations
can occur, even with optimal estimation and testing techniques (Pierce & Haugh [19771).
Therefore, results obtained by applying this procedure must be treated with great care.
In table 2.1, theories of causal ordering are characterised as deterministic variable-
based theories. There are three theories of causal ordering, "causal ordering" (Iwasaki
[1988]; Simon [1953}), umythical causality" (De Kleer & Brown [19841) and «CAUSOR"
(Gilli [19811), which are discussed in detail in the remainder of this chapter. It is shown
that these theories are equivalent under mild assumptions. Theories of causal ordering
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are used in QR as a basis for generating causal explanations of qualitative behaviour.1
Given a noncausal description of the system, causal ordering techniques derive asymmet-
rical «causal" relations among variables. The system description consists of the incidence
matrix, i.e., which variables occur in which relation.
The need for a formal notion of causality in QR originates from the wish to de-
velop automatic procedures for causal explanation of qualitative behaviour.  From this
standpoint, it seems that variable-based theories are more appropriate than event-based
theories. This follows from the observation that QR-models are usually specified in
terms of variables and relations among variables. Moreover, the fact that such models
are qualitative excludes the possibility of empirical verification of causal relations using
the concept of Wiener-Granger causality.2 Therefore, we prefer the theory of causal or-
dering to the other theories of table 2.1, to serve as a formal basis for causal explanation
in QR.
2.2 Causal Ordering
Originally, the theory of causal ordering (Simon  [1953}) was developed  to deal with static
economic systems with the following properties:
• The system is se(f-contained, i.e., it consists of n equations and n unknown vari-
ables;
•i n every subset of k equations (0 S k i n)o f the system at least k different
variables appear with non-zero coefficients;
•i n every subset of k equations (0 S k i n) i n which m different variables appear
(k S m S n), the equations can be solved for unique values of k variables if the
values of the remaining (m - k) variables are chosen arbitrarily.
1 A notable exception  is the process-centered approach (Forbus  [1984]) in which the notion of causality
in  processes is represented by primitives called Udirect"  and   "indirect  influence".
'However, interesting methods to draw quantitative inferences from qualitative data are described
in (Blommestein & Niikamp [19831)
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Let Az = b denote a static economic system. The conditions mentioned above imply the
following restrictions on matrix A (see e.g. (Intriligator [19781)):
1. A i s a square n x n matrix of full rank,
2. A can be transformed into block triangular form,
3. all k x n matrices formed by combining k rows of A (0 5 k s n) have rank k.
The third restriction implies that any subset of k(O s k i n) equations is independent.
Following (Port6 et al. [1988]), systems which satisfy these conditions are called non-
degenerated.
In the context of purely qualitative models, the only information available is the
incidence matrix of A, and therefore, we must assume rather than verify that the system
is non-degenerated.
Given a non-degenerated system F with expressions  f.(zi,..., x.h the causal ordering
procedure of Simon & Iwasaki can be described as follows.  Let Mo denote the incidence
matrix associated with F where the rows of Mo correspond to equations and columns
correspond to variables. Element m.j = 1 if variable x j appears in equation A; otherwise
mis = 0. The causal ordering is derived by identifying so-called minimal complete subsets
(MCS). A subset of k equations is complete if it contains exactly k different variables.  A
complete subset is minimal if it contains no proper complete subset. The set of MCS's
derived from the initial incidence matrix Afo, is called the set of minimal complete subsets
of zero order (MCSo). Suppose that the union of the elements of MCSo, i.e.,UXIX€
MCSo, consists of k variables3 (0 <k f n) then the incidence matrix Mi is obtained
from Mo by deleting the corresponding k rows and columns of Mo. In the terminology of
(Iwasaki & Simon [1986b}), Mi is called the derived structure of first order. The MCS's
of order m (m 2 1) are determined by inspecting the incidence matrix M™. The search
for MCS's terminates if the incidence matrix has no rows and columns left.
A minimal complete subset A is said to be of order k if A E MCS . Every variable of
equation L belongs to some minimal complete subset of order k denoted by MCSk.  Let
JA MCS is uniquely identified by either the set of equations or the set of variables involved (Simon
[1953 theorem 3.2]). Here, a MCS is denoted by its variables.
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MCS' denote the MCS of the highest order in A. Suppose, A and B are two MCS's and
at least one variable of each MCS appears in equation A.  Then we define the relation B
is directly causally dependent on A by
A -+ B iff B =MCS' and A # MCS'
From the definition of A -+ B it follows that variables belonging to the same MCS are
not ordered. The result of applying the causal ordering procedure to F is defined in:
Definition 2.1 (Causal Ordering Graph) The causal ordering graph of the system
F is the directed graph D = (X, E)  where X  is the set of MCS's of F and E is the set
of edges. For A,B E X, (A,B) is an edge ifI B is directly causally dependent on A.
A node of the causal ordering graph associated with a MCS of order k has incoming
links iff it is the MCS of the highest order among other MCS's in some equation, i.e.,
MCS = MCS:
Consider, for example, the causal ordering graph of K2 depicted in figure 2.1. This
model contains three MCS's , respectively, of order 0, 1, and 2. Suppose, we want to
study the effects of a money supply shock.  From the model and figure 2.1, we may
conclude that, given a disturbance in the money supply, equilibrium is only restored
when money supply equals money demand (money market equilibrium). Therefore, the
other variables change only after total money demand has changed, caused by a change
in the money supply.
k MCSk
0 {{M.}}
1 {{Md}} [Ai ] --01-MI] --4 Y, I, r, Mi, M,
2 {{Y,I,r, Mi,M,}}
Figure 2.1: MCS's and causal ordering graph of K2
In the written explanation accompanying the equations of K2 taken from (Dennis
[19811), the causal dependencies are quite different; although K2 is a static model, the
4The double pair of braces in the table of figure 2.1 accounts for the fact that MCSk  is a set of sets.
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effects of a money supply shock are explained in a dynamic way by taking feedback efTects
explicitly into account. Nevertheless, the causal ordering in figure 2.1 is correct if we keep
in mind that the model describes equilibrium positions for a given value of the money
supply. In this model, it is obvious that the effect of an increase in the money supply
can only be interpreted in a comparative static sense.  If one wants to analyse the efrects
dynamically, such as in (Dennis [1981]), a model capable of describing the trajectory from
one equilibrium position to another, is needed. The static model has to be transformed
into a dynamic model.5 To illustrate this point, we present the causal ordering of the
corresponding dynamic model K 1 in figure 2.2.  To a large extent, figure 2.2 represents the
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Figure 2.2: Causal ordering graph of Kl
Figure 2.2 can be obtained by applying the causal ordering procedure presented in
(Iwasaki [1988]). Iwasaki extended the original method of causal ordering to deal with
models consisting of static and dynamic equations. Such models, called mixed models,
can be obtained from a static model by replacing one or more static equations with their
dynamic counterparts, or from a dynamic model by replacing dynamic equations with
corresponding static equations. Given the unit time interval of the model, e.g. a quarter
or a year, relative fast adjustment processes, i.e. processes which attain equilibrium
within the unit time interval, can be modelled by static equations. Slower adjustment
processes, on the other hand, can be represented by dynamic equations. Sometimes, it
sIn (Iwasaki [1988]), a similar conclusion is drawn from the bathtub example in physics.
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is difficult to know which static equations should be altered into a dynamic equation.
This depends on the relative speed of adjustment of economic effects and the level of
time-scale abstraction (Boutillier [1984]; Kuipers  [1986]).
From the standpoint of causal ordering, however, the translation of the description
of economic cause and effect into differential equations is unnecessary.  The goal of
causal ordering is to derive an asymmetrical relationship between variables which reflects
the uintuitive notion of causality" in a model.  In the case of a dynamic equation,
this asymmetrical relationship is already imposed by the time ordering and, thus need
not be derived. For example,  in a first-order differential equation   f   =   f(yi,---, y.),
2  is causally dependent  upon  y l, · · · ,7.  and  in  a first-order difference equation  24   =
f(y,1-1, ·  ··, 77.1 ),   a   change   in   y,1-1, ··  ·, 11;Ln   is the cause   for   a   change   in   zt.      In   both
cases, the direction of causality is obvious without reference to other equations in the
model. Therefore, we propose an explicit representation of causality in order to indicate
the assumptions underlying the model with respect to economic cause and effect. In so
doing, the need to apply a causal ordering technique is not eliminated but restricted to
the interdependent variables of the model originating from simultaneous equations.  This
explicit representation of causality is introduced in chapters 3 and 4.
2.3 Mythical Causality
Mythical causality is a method of causal ordering developed by de Kleer and Brown.  This
method is part of the component-centered approach to Qualitative Simulation. Mythical
Causality derives a causal ordering which is used to provide causal explanations of intra-
state behaviour. In order to explain mythical causality, we discuss intra-state behaviour
againe, but from a different perspective. In this section, the emphasis is on how to solve
a set of confluences in accordance with some notion of causality.
Intra-state behaviour is derived by solving the set of confluences. The determination
of a solution of this set is a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). Here, we describe
the local propagation algorithm used in (De Kleer & Brown [19841). The purpose of the
6Intra-state behaviour  has been discussed in section   1.2.
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algorithm  is to assign a value  from  {+, 0,- }  to each variable  such  that all confluences
are satisfied. A variable v is free if it is not assigned a value; otherwise, u is said to be
determined. Basically, the local propagation algorithm consists of three steps:
1.  Select a confluence c o f arity n with exactly one free variable =, i.e.n-1 variables
in c are determined.
2. Assign a value to z which satisfies c.
3.  Propagate the value of x to other confluences in which z appears.
The propagation process stops at step 1, if there is no confluence of arity n with exactly
one free variable. If all variables are determined, the algorithm terminates successfully.
Otherwise, one of the free variables must be selected and assigned a value. To guide
this choice, three heuristics are proposed  in (De Kleer & Brown [19841) based  on  the
structure of the device which is modelled by the set of confluences:
Component heuristic If there is a disturbance on one side of a component and no
other disturbances are acting on the component, then proceed as if the other pos-
sible influences are negligible.
Conduit heuristic  If some component increases (decreases) the amount of material in
a conduit and no other disturbances are acting on the component, then the pressure
in the conduit increases (decreases).
Confuence heuristic  If less than n-1 variables in a confluence of arity n are known
then proceed as if all variables but one, are zero.
The application of the heuristics is necessary if there is a "feedback loop" in the system
which implies that some of the variables are interdependent. The choices suggested by
the heuristics do not always lead to a solution. In that case, the algorithm stops at step
2 and backtracking occurs to the last variable for which a choice was made on the basis
of the heuristics and another value is tried.
To obtain a notion of causal ordering in the constraint satisfaction process, de Kleer
& Brown introduce the concept of «mythical time". Starting  in an equilibrium state,
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i.e., a situation in which the quasi-static model is valid, one of the external parameters
is perturbed marking the starting point of mythical time.  At the end point of mythical
time, the static model is valid again. In between, the system goes through a sequence
of non-equilibrium states caused by the perturbation. Hence, the mythical time span is
the time necessary to reach the situation in which the quasi-static model is valid again.
This time span is called mythical because in intra-state behaviour or, equivalently, in
comparative statics, there is no real notion of time; the transition from one equilibrium
state to the next occurs instantaneously.
The concept of mythical causality is defined using the notion of mythical time as
follows. Variable Ba "causes" ab if both variables, aa and ab, appear in the same
confluence and the value of Ba is determined in mythical time before the value of 8b.
In other words, 86 was free at the time that Ba was determined. The value of Ob is
determined because either Ob was the only free variable in the confluence or ab was
chosen by one of the heuristics. The order in mythical time in which the variables are
assigned a value represents the mythical causality in the system. The ultimate cause is
the disturbed external parameter.
Often, the set of confluences allows multiple solutions leading to multiple causal ac-
counts of intra-state behaviour. However, even a unique solution is no guarantee for a
unique mythical causal explanation. This can be illustrated by applying the mythical
causality approach to K2 rewritten in terms of confluences
BY - 81  - 0 (2.1)
BI ter = 0 (2.2)
BY - 8Ml  = 0 (2.3)
Or + BM2 = 0 (2.4)
8Md - 8Ml - BM,   = 0 (2.5)
8Md- BM.   = 0 (2.6)
BM. = + (2.7)
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The disturbance is represented by an increase in the exogenous money supply (2.7). The
unique solution of the set of confluences after a money supply shock is given by:7
BY = BI = 8Ml = BMI = 8Md - BM. = t,    8,· = -
In the incremental process of solving the set of confluences representing K2, it is necessary
to apply the confluence heuristic to confluence (2.5) because none of the coniluences has
only one free variable. The partial solution, at that stage, is BM,i - BM, = + and the
other variables are free, so (2.5) can be written as
I+] - 0Ml - BM2 - 0
The confluence heuristic allows two possible continuations. Either, it is assumed that
OM, = 0 and propagate 8Mi = + or, it is assumed that 8Mi = 0 and propagate
aM2 = + Hence, there are two different so-called causal explanations:
1)  aM, = + 8Md= + BMI = + BY=t -
BI = + -4   ar = - -4   aM2 - +
2)   aM. = +   -*   0Md=+   = OMY-t Or = -
BI = + 1   BY = + -«'  8Ml = +
Both explanations do not correspond to the causal ordering obtained from the corre-
sponding dynamic model depicted in figure 2.2. This is not surprising because the set
of confluences is essentially static and, consequently, suffers from the same difficulties as
the causal ordering approach in static models.
2.4 CAUSOR
In this section, we discuss some of the techniques for analysing causal structures as
implemented in the program CAUSOR (Gilli [1984}). The techniques apply to both static
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Figure 2.3: The graph G and the causal structure G' of K2
and dynamic models. The discussion is limited to the techniques used for static models.
In the case of dynamic models, the causal structure may be obtained by repeating the
procedure for static models n times where n is the order of the system.8
In this approach, a static model is comprised of n equations consisting of n endogenous
variables y and m exogenous variables z:
h(y, z) = 0 (2.8)
It is assumed that there is a matching W of variables to equations such that every
endogenous variable appears exactly once on the left-hand side of an equation.9 So, (2.8)
can be written explicitly as
Y: = gicy, Z) (i -1, . . . ,n) (2.9)
The causal structure of (2.9) is derived automatically by the program in two steps.
BA dynamic model of order n can be written as a set of n static models. Temporal aggregation of
the results yields the causal structure of the system for the long term (Gilli  [1984])
9The  conditions  for  such a matching to exist are discussed in section  2.5
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First, a directed graph G = (X, E) is constructed from (2.9) as follows:  X is the set
of nodes representing the set of endogenous and exogenous variables.  E is the set of
directed links; there is a link from z. to zj iff z. appears on the right-hand side of the
equation in which z j is the left-hand variable. Secondly, G is partitioned into its strong
components. A strong component, or block, S of a digraph G is a maximal subgraph in
which each pair of nodes is mutually reachable.  Let G* be the digraph with the set of
strong components S: of G as the node set. There is a link from S. to Sjin G' if there is
a link from z E S. to y € Sj in G. Each node of G' is called a block and links between
blocks are called causal links. A link between blocks, S, = Sj, indicates the causal
dependence of the variables in Sj on the variables in S:. Thus, G' represents the causal
structure of the model.  If G' consists of more than one node, the causal structure is said
to be block-recursive. In the case that G and G' are isomorphic, the causal structure is
called recursive.
For example, consider the following perfect matching of variables to equations of
model K2:
fi           I, fr---T, f3          Y, fi fs         Mi, f8 Md, f7     M.·
The corresponding graphs G and G' are shown in figure 2.3.
In (Garbeli & Gilli  [1984}),it is argued that the block structure of economic models
usually consists of only a few blocks containing a large number of variables.  This is con-
firmed in the case of three Dutch econometric models, each consisting of more than 200
equations. The causal structure of these models consists of only 1 or 2 blocks (Houtman
& Sterken [19891). Therefore, the importance of analysing the interior structure of a
block seems evident.  To this end, CAUSOR offers a technique to obtain a hierarchical
ordering of the variables within a block.
The basic idea is to identify all variables which are essential for the interdependency of
the block. The feedback vertex set or essential set is defined as the set of variables which
appear in every cycle of the block. A minimal feedback vertex set or minimal essential
set is defined as the feedback vertex set with minimal cardinality. The minimal essential
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set can be employed to transform the block into a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The
procedure to derive this DAG can be described as follows.
Every variable v of the minimal essential set is split into two vertices v' and u". By
definition, the indegree of v', id(v') = 0 and the outgoing arcs of v' are the same as
the outgoing arcs of v. Hence, od(u') = od(u). Conversely, the incoming arcs of u" are
identical to the incoming arcs of v and the outdegree of v", od(v") = 0. Clearly, the
subgraph generated by the strong component is transformed into a DAG. This follows
from the fact that all cycles are cut by splitting the minimal essential set. The DAG
represents the causal structure among variables of the same block. A node in the DAG
is said to be causally dependent upon its predecessors.
It is important to note that the causal structure G* is independent of a particular
matching W of endogenous variables to equations (Gilli  [19791). Thus, different match-
ings produce the same partition of variables into blocks. However, for a given strongly
connected graph, the minimal essential set is, in general, not unique. Consider the
strong component containing the variables  Mi,M2, r, I,  and Y  in the graph  G  of fig-
ure 2.3. Each variable is an essential set since every variable is part of every cycle.
Hence, five different causal orderings may be derived. It is clear that, in general, the
causal structure of variables within a strong component S is not unique.
2.5   Theories of Causal Ordering: A Comparison
In this section, we compare the results of the three theories of causal ordering with
respect to non-degenerated systems as defined in section 2.2. We restrict the discussion
to static models because the Mythical Causality approach is defined for static models
only. In the static case, the causal ordering technique is formulated with respect to
non-degenerated systems. Therefore, we only consider this class of systems. We apply
some of the results derived in (Portd et al. [1988}) in order to compare the three theories.
Let S b e a non-degenerated system  of n static relations  f.(ri,···i zn). We represent
S as a bipartite undirected graph Bs = (FU X, E).  The set of nodes in BS is partitioned
into two disjoint subsets:  X is the set of n variables z, and F is the set of n equations
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A.   An  edge (j,z) belongs  to  E iff variable z appears in equation  f.   For  the  sake of
completeness, exogenous variables (Causal Ordering and CAUSOR) and the perturbed
variable (Mythical Causality) are represented by a trivial relation containing a single
variable. For example, the bipartite graph Bs of K2 is depicted in figure 2.4.
The program CAUSOR requires a perfect matching of Bs as input. In (Port6 et al.
[1988]), it is shown that Bs always has a perfect matching:10
Theorem 2.1 The bipartite graph Bs = (F U X, E) associated with a non-degenerated
system S has at least one perfect matching W.
Proof: Let H be a subset of F and r(H) denote the neighbourhood of H i.e.
{z  I  =  E  X, 3h  €  H, (h, =)  C E}. Since  S is self-contained,  F  and  X  have the same
cardinality: IFI = IXI. Furthermore, II'(H)12 IHI. This follows from the fact that the
set of equations in S is independent: in any subset H of k equations at least k different
variables appear. We conclude that B has a perfect matching from the K6nig-Hall the-
orem (see e.g. (Berge [1973])) 0.
Given the bipartite graph Bs = (F U X, E) and some perfect matching W in Bs.  Let
Ds denote the directed bipartite graph obtained from Bs and W by directing the links
in W from F t o X and the links in E-W from X t o F.
For example, consider the following perfect matching of the variables in K2:
fi        Y, h I,h Mi, f4 r, fs Ml, fs-Md, fl M..
The corresponding directed bipartite graph Ds of K2 is depicted in figure 2.5 (At this
point, the distinction between solid and dotted lines may be ignored).
In general, a bipartite graph containing a perfect matching can be decomposed into
bipartite elementary subgraphs. A graph G is elementary iff G is connected and every
line appears in some perfect matching (Lovdsz & Plummer [19861). Given the graph
loThe proof of theorem 2.1 is shown because it is used in the proof of theorem 2.2.
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Figure 2.4: The bipartite graph Bs of K2
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Figure 2.6: The graph DBES of K2
Ds and all perfect matchings in DS, we can construct the spanning subgraph D; where
every line of DS is deleted which does not appear in one of the perfect matchings. Each
component of D6 is called a maximal bipartite elementary subgraph (BES).
In our example, depicted in figure 2.5, D  is the spanning subgraph of DS consisting
of all solid lines of Ds. From figure 2.5, it is clear that D; consists of three components,
each of which is a maximal bipartite elementary subgraph.  For convenience, let DBES
denote the graph in which each BES is contracted into a single node and there is a line
between two nodes in DBEs if[ there is at least one line between the corresponding BES's
in 89. In figure 2.5, such lines correspond to a dotted line. The graph DBES of K2 is
depicted in figure 2.6.
In the following, we show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between MCS's
in Simon's approach and BES's in DS or, equivalently, the nodes of DBES·
Theorem  2.2 The causal ordering graph (dejinition  2.1)  of a non-degenerated system
S :s isomorphic to DBES·
Proof: (adopted from (Portd et al. [1988])) Let A be a minimal complete subset in S
and GA  = (FA U XA, EA) be the bipartite graph induced by A. It is shown that G  is
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a maximal elementary bipartite subgraph of G = (F U X, E) corresponding to a node
in D ES· From (Lovisz & Plummer [1986 theorem 4.1.11), we quote: A bipartite graph
G = (F U X, E) is elementary iff IFI = IXI and for every nonempty proper subset H of
F, Ir(H)1 2 IHI + l.
Since A is non-degenerated, it follows from theorem 2.l that IFI = IXI and II'(H) 12
H I for any H C F.A i s also minimal, so there are no subsets H C F such that
I'(H)1 - IHI. Consequently,  I'(H)12 1H  + 1 and, hence, GA is elementary.
Furthermore, GA is also a maximal bipartite elementary graph, i.e., GA is not a sub-
graph of another elementary bipartite graph.  To see this, suppose GA is not maximal.
Let G  be the elementary bipartite graph of which GA is a subgraph. Then, for any
subset H of F in GB, Ir(H)1 2 IHI + 1 or Ir(H)1 > IHI. Taking the set F of equa-
tions of A as the subset H, we have II'(F)I > IFI which contradicts the fact that A is
self-contained. Consequently, every MCS induces a maximal BES in DS. Hence, every
node of the causal ordering graph corresponds to one node of DBES· By construction
of DBES, there is also a one-to-one correspondence between links of the causal ordering
graph and DBES 0·
Theorem 2.2 may readily be verified in the case of K2 by comparing figure 2.1 to fig-
ure 2.6.
The correspondence between the causal graph G' produced by CAUSOR and DBES is
stated in the following theorem:
Theorem 2.3 For non-degenerated systems, G' is :somorphic to DBES·
Proof: The proof presented here is a shorter alternative to the proof in (Port6 et al.
[1988]). We show that a node of DBES is strongly connected which implies that every
node of DBEs induces a node of G'.  Let  B  =  (FB U XB, EB) denote a BES in  DS.  Then,
either B is isomorphic to K, 11 or  IXB I  >  1.  In the former case, B corresponds to a strong
component consisting of a single node.  In the latter case, since B is elementary, it follows
11In general, Kn is the graph consisting of n nodes in which each node is adjacent to every other
node.
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that B is 2-connected (Lovisz & Plummer [1986 9 145}). Every 2-connected graph is
2-edge-connected (Whitney [1932]) and every 2-edge-connected graph has a strong ori-
entation (Robbins [19391). This implies that the links in B can be directed in such a way
that B is strongly connected. It is easy to show that a strong orientation of the links in
B is indeed obtained by directing the links according to a perfect matching as described
on page 40. By contracting all nodes f E Fa in B, the resulting graph is isomorphic
to a strong component of G except, possibly, for the direction of the links. However,
this distinction is irrelevant because only links within a strong component are involved 0.
Remark
The Mythical Causality approach of de Kleer and Brown, in contrast to the approaches of
Simon & Iwasaki and Gilli, does not explicitly derive subgraphs which are comparable to
MCS's or blocks. However, it can be argued that for non-degenerated systems, Mythical
Causality is equivalent to causal ordering with respect to MCS's or strong components.
First, the fact that in confluences Bv is used rather than v is in this context irrelevant.
Second, we ignore the fact that in Mythical Causality the values of the variables are
computed. Here, only the direction of links, and not the labels, are important. Third,
it is pointed out that the representation of a non-degenerated system in terms of Bs
is the same in causal ordering (Simon & Iwasaki) and Mythical Causality. This is not
surprising since the only information contained in Bs is which variables appear in which
equation. Therefore, the decomposition of Bs into BES's is the same in both approaches.
By theorem 2.2, the partition into MCS's of the corresponding set of confluences, is the
same too.
From this observation, we arrive at the following alternative, but equivalent, inter-
pretation of the Mythical Causality approach.  In the first stage, prior to the application
of the constraint propagation algorithm, the set of MCS's is derived and a graph is
constructed analogous to the causal ordering graph. In the second stage, the constraint
propagation algorithm is applied to each MCS separately.  If the MCS consists of one
variable, no heuristics are needed to solve for that variable. Otherwise, at least one of
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the heuristics must be applied to obtain a solution. The main point is, however, that in
stage two the direction of links between the MCS's is not affected by the heuristics since
these links are not part of any feedback loop. Therefore, with this two-stage interpreta-
tion of the algorithm, it is clear that, for non-degenerated systems, Mythical Causality
is equivalent to causal ordering with respect to the MCS's.
The discussion of similarities in the theories of causal ordering is concluded with the
following equivalence theorem:
Theorem 2.4 (Equivalence) For non-degenerated systems S, the three causal order-
ing  approaches are  equivalent  in the  sense  that they result in  the same partition of S  into
minimd complete subsets.
Proof: This follows immediately from theorem 2.2, theorem 2.3, and the Remark 0.
Hence, if the system under consideration is non-degenerated, the causal ordering is
the same between the strong components (or MCS's) in each of the three theories.
Finally, we discuss some of the differences between the approaches. Obviously, the
difference between the theories is the ordering of variables within a strong component.
In general, the approaches produce different results and, in addition, Mythical Causality
and CAUSOR may derive multiple orderings within blocks. Firstly, in causal ordering
(Iwasaki and Simon), no ordering is specified within minimal complete subsets because
in Iwasaki and Simon's words: "The ordering of variables around feedback loops is like the
chicken-and-eggs problem". Secondly, in Mythical Causality, variables within the same
MCS are ordered on the basis of the heuristics which allow multiple orderings. Finally,
in CAUSOR variables belonging to the same strong component are ordered according to
some non-unique minimal essential set.
However, the results are identical in the special case of a recursive system, i.e., a sys-
tem in which every strong component consists of exactly one variable. This corresponds
to the case in which the heuristics of de Kleer and Brown need not be applied.
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In chapter 4, a new causal ordering theory for economic models is presented. It is
interesting to note that, in this case too, for non-degenerated systems, the theory is
equivalent to the others, in the sense of theorem 2.4. It differs from the others with
respect to the ordering within strong components because the variables are ordered on
the basis of economic reasoning principles.
Another difference between the causal ordering techniques is that, in contrast to
the other two approaches, the signs of the coefficients are specified in the formalism of
(De Kleer & Brown [1984]). In so doing, it is possible to derive the values of variables.
This distinction is not crucial.  In fact, it is easy to incorporate the signs of the coefficients







In this chapter, a simple framework for the representation of qualitative economic knowl-
edge is presented. In this framework, economic knowledge is expressed in terms of con-
straints. Here, the basic ideas are discussed using simple constraints. In the next chapter,
the basic framework is extended by introducing more complex constraints.
The framework can be positioned somewhere between the confluence-centered ap-
proach and the constraint-centered approach, discussed in chapter 1. The differences
emerge from the fact that these theories were designed to describe the qualitative be-
haviour of physical systems, whereas the formalism presented here describes economic
systems. In contrast to the confluence-centered approach and the constraint-centered ap-
proach, our framework is based on constraints that express causal relationships among
variables. These causal relationships are represented either in an explicit way, using
causal constraints, or, implicitly, based on a special theory of causal ordering presented
in chapter 4.
In this thesis, the domain of application is restricted to structural non-stochastic
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economic models. A structural economic model is a formalisation of some theoretical
view  of how the economy functions  (Hall & Henry [1988]). The equations  of such  mod-
els express structural relationships among economic variables for the phenomena under
study. Furthermore, it is often possible to assign a causal interpretation to an individual
equation.  In the context of physical models, a structural equation is a description of a
mechanism where mechanisms are laws describing physical processes or local components
that can be described as operating according to such laws (Iwasaki [1988]). Of course,
this mechanical view is not suitable for describing economic systems. In economics, the
analogue of a mechanism is the concept of a market that operates according to the law of
supply and demand. Therefore, we interpret economic models as consisting of a number
of markets (see e.g. (Farley & Lin [19901; Hall & Henry [1988})). Markets can operate
under different regimes depending on the assumptions made with respect to that market
(see, e.g. (Malinvaud [19771)).
Most econometric models are based on economic theory and quantitative data, e.g.,
time-series and panel-data. Quite naturally, the question emerges "how are qualitative
models obtained and on what information are such models based?". There are three
ways to answer this question.
Ideally, we would have a well-defined procedure which translates descriptions of
economic theory into a formal qualitative model. Such procedures do not exist be-
cause economic theory is not sufficiently explicit or formalised to allow such mappings
(Blommestein [1985}). Furthermore, in general, the model specification also depends on
the particular problem the economist wants to study.
Another way to answer the question is to treat qualitative models as a high-level
description of quantitative models. Given a particular quantitative model, derive the
"corresponding" qualitative model which, subsequently, can be used for explanation of
behaviour and analysis of the structure of the quantitative model.  It is clear that this
would be useful. However, a number of problems arise when results of a qualitative
simulation are compared  to the result  of a conventional simulation. These difficulties
follow from the fact that a qualitative model corresponds to a whole range of quantita-
tive models. In qualitative models, one abstracts from the precise values of numerical
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parameters. Therefore, one expects in Qualitative Simulation a whole tree of possible
behaviours rather than a single behaviour. Each branch corresponds to the behaviour of
a number of quantitative models.
In  (Struss  [1987]), two important questions are formulated with respect  to  the  com-
parison of qualitative solutions to quantitative solutions. The first question is whether
Qualitative Simulation is complete: «are all quantitative solutions captured by some
of the qualitative solutions?". The second question is whether Qualitative Simulation
is sound: ado all qualitative solutions represent some quantitative solution?" The an-
swer to these questions is that Qualitative Simulation is complete but unsound (Kuipers
[19861; Struss [1987]).1 In other words, Qualitative Simulation captures all quantitative
solutions but, in addition, generates spurious solutions.
Another problem, pointed out in (Struss [1987]), is that equivalent quantitative mod-
els, e.g., two models in which one is obtained from the other by simple substitutions or
rewriting equations, do not translate to equivalent qualitative models. This implies that,
in that case, causal explanations would depend on the way the quantitative equations
are written which makes the interpretation of such explanations difficult. Furthermore,
the tree of possible behaviours of the qualitative model, e.g., derived by the constraint-
centered approach discussed in section 1.4, is also dependent on the quantitative model.
Consequently, it is not clear to which path in the tree, the outcome of the quantitative
model must be compared.
The above problems indicate that the comparison of qualitative solutions to quanti-
tative solutions is not without difficulties. In this thesis, we assume that the information
needed to construct a qualitative model is available. This information may consist of,
e.g., the equations of a quantitative model or a written description of relevant variables
and relations among these variables. In order to illustrate our framework, we employ
model K3 in chapters 3 and 4 and a slightly more complicated model in section 4.9.
1In order to avoid terminological confusion, Qualitative Simulation predicts all physically realisable
behaviours but fails to rule out all physically unrealisable behaviours. Kuipers agrees with these facts
but states that this makes Qualitative Simulation sound but incomplete.
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3.2  Representation of Qualitative Economic Sys-
tenns
In the following, an economic system S is defined as the tuple (V, Q,C) where
•    V  is   a  set  of  variables   {vi,  .  .  .,un};
•  Q is a set of quantity spaces Qsual and QSdir for every variable v;
• C is a set of constraints.
V denotes the set of endogenous and exogenous economic variables in S. In economics,
events are usually described in discrete time-intervals corresponding to accounting pe-
riods, e.g., a quarter or a year. Therefore, time is represented by a finite set of m
half-open time intervals of uniform length T = {[to,tl ,···,It™-1, t™)} or, compactly,
as  {ti,•••,t™}. The function  of  time  is to impose a partial order  on the states  of  the
system. However, the division of time into discrete intervals of equal length is not crucial
from a technical point of view (compare, e.g., (Kuipers [19861; Williams [19861)).
For every economic variable v € V, two functions are defined:
Qual(v): T QSval
Qdir(v): T Q S dir
Qual(u) denotes the qualitative  value of v  at the beginning of time-interval  [th, tk+1)·
Qdir(v) denotes the qualitative    direction of change   of   v in time-interval    [tk, th+1).
QSual, QSdir c Q are called quantity spaces and specify the range of values that a vari-
able can take on. Various quantity spaces have been proposed (Forbus [19841; Kuipers
[1986};  Raiman  [1986]; Travd-Massuyds & Piera [19891). Quantity spaces contain a jinite
number of symbohc uatues. The elements of a quantity space may be partially or totally
ordered and the number of elements may be fixed with respect to T or not. For exam-
ple, in the constraint-centered approach, new landmarks which are discovered during the
simulation, are added to the quantity space in such a way that the ordering is preserved
(section 1.4).
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In our case, the quantity spaces QSval and QSdir are fixed over time and totally
ordered. The simplest case is the quantity space consisting of only three elements corre-
sponding to {-, 0, +}. More complex quantity spaces can be obtained by adding elements
to the quantity space in a straightforward way (Travd-Massuy6s & Piera [19891). In this
thesis, the quantity space {-, 0, +} is preferred to more complex quantity spaces because
the information on which the qualitative economic systems are based, is in terms of this
simple quantity space. Therefore, even if elements of more complex quantity spaces are
used, they must eventually be mapped onto {-,0,+}.
In our framework, Qsual= {-,0,+} where "0" denotes the value of variable v at
the beginning  of the first time-interval  [to, ti);  "-"  and "+" indicate  that  v is under or
above its initial value. In the special case in which the initial value of u equals 0 € 32,
the values of Qsval can be mapped onto the set  of real intervals  {(-00,0),0, (0,00)}.
In general, let the initial value of v equal a ER, then {-,0,+}is associated with
{(-00, a),a, (a, 00)}.  In case the quantity space of a variable is restricted to the positive
segment of the realline, {-, 0, +} corresponds to {(0, a), a, (a, 00)}.  In some applications,
the Qualofa variable is not important; then we define formally, Qsval= {A} where A is
shorthand notation for  (-co, 00) or  (0,00). The quantity space QSdir = {dec,std, inc}.
The interpretation of this quantity space is that v is decreasing, steady, or increasing if
respectively, Qdir(v) = dec,aid, or inc.
A qualitative state   QS(vj, tk)   of a variable   vi    at    tk is defined    as the tuple
(Qual(vj, th), Qdir(vj, th))· A qualitative state of economic system  S  at  tk  is  the  set
of qualitative states of V:
QS(V, 4) = {QS(vi, th),...,QS(un, tk)}.
An admissible qualitative state  QS(V, tk)  is  a qualitative state  of S  such  that  all
constraints in C are satisfied simultaneously. The corresponding assignment of qualitative
states to variables is called a uahd interpretation. In the next section, the types of
constraints are defined which may occur in C.
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3.3 Simple Constraints
Analogous to equations in quantitative models, constraints express qualitative relations
between economic variables in S. The set of constraints C imposes restrictions on combi-
nations of Qual(vi, tk) and  Qdir(vj, tk).  In the framework, several types of constraints  as
defined in (Kuipers [19861) are employed. Some constraints correspond to familiar math-
ematical operators, such as addition and differentiation, in a qualitative context. Other
constraints define monotonic relationships between variables. In addition, we introduce
a type of constraint which defines a causal relation between two variables explicitly. In
this section, we discuss simple constraints necessary to present the basic formalism. In
chapter 4, more complex constraints are introduced. The simple constraints have fixed
arity whereas more complex constraints allow an arbitrary number of variables.
Before we discuss the constraints in a formal way, some mathematical operators are
defined in a qualitative context. The manipulation and comparison of values in qualita-
tive systems necessitates the introduction of a qualitative algebra. Some contributions to
the theory of qualitative algebras can be found in (Dormoy [1988]; Struss [1987]; Trav6-
Massuyds & Piera [1989}; Williams   [1988]).    Here, the concepts developed in (Trav6-
Massuyds & Piera  [1989}) are employed.
An important issue in the definition of a qualitative algebra is the notion of qualitative
equality, i.e., what qualitative values are considered equal? To this end, consider the set
S =  {+, 0,-, ?}  and an order relation 5 defined on  S as depicted in figure 3.la.
In general, two values  a,b€  S are qualitatively equal, denoted  a . b, if there exists
z  €  S  such  that  z  5  a, 2  5 b. Hence, two values  a  and  b are qualitatively equal  if
there is a common element z which is less than or equal to a and less than or equal to
b. The smallest elements in terms of 5 are called basic elements. In figure 3.la, the
actual partitioning induces an intermediate layer between total indetermination (?) and
the basic elements  +,  0,  and -. Therefore,  in  this   case, the universe of description  is
SU {[-,0},[0, +1}.  However, the intermediate layer of values  is, in fact, redundant.  As
mentioned in section 3.2, the information in purely qualitative systems is in terms of the
elements in figure 3.lb. In our framework, we therefore ignore the intermediate layer
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-            0           +              -0       +
(a)                                     (b)
Figure 3.1: Ordering relations S defined on  {+, 0,-, ?}
and instead, use the simpler ordering depicted in figure 3.lb. Hence, our universe of
description is restricted to S.
It is clear that . is refiexive and symmetric but usually it is not transitive. However,
in figure  3.lb,. is trivially quasi-transitive,  i.e.,  a  .  b, b  .  c  -*  a  .  c  iff b  0?.   The
strong equality operator = is defined in the usual way. The binary qualitative addition
operator <3, multiplication operator ® and unary minus operator e are defined with
respect to S in table 3.1: The structure (S, ., e, ®) is called a qualitative algebra in
(Travd-Massuyds & Piera [1989}). The algebra Q,  =  ({+,0,-,?},.,e,®) with W  and
® defined in table 3.1 and =s based on figure 3.lb is called the algebra of signs.  In
addition, Qi isthe algebra (Su{I-,01,10,+1},=s, e, ®) with obvious definitions for W
and ®and x based on figure 3.la.
In general, qualitative algebras have the following properties: e and ® are asso-
ciative, commutative, and ® is distributive with respect to e, in a qualitative sense.
Furthermore, in  Qi,  UO"  is the neutral element with respect  to  0  and  the zero element
with respect to ®. Thus, qualitative algebras exhibit most of the familiar properties.
2Here, the €>-operator is included for the sake of completeness.  In this thesis, ® is only used in the
simple  case in which  one  of the multiplicands ranges  over { + , - }a s defined in table  4.1.
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9 - 0+?  e   ®-0+?
---?? -+ - +0- ?
0-0+ ? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+?++? +- + -0+ ?
????? ?? ?? 0? ?
Table 3.1: The e, e and ®-operator
However, not all properties are preserved, e.g., in the algebra of signs, there is no inverse
operator for W. The lack of an additive inverse operator implies that there is no general
cancellation  law  for  e. For example, suppose  a= + ,b= + ,c= - . Then, although
a W b. a e c,i t does not follow that b . c. The conditions under which such manip-
ulations are permissible are formulated in a "qualitative resolution rule" in (Dormoy &
Raiman [19881).
The relation between the universe of description of Qi and the quantity spaces Qsval
and QSdir is that the quantity space QSuat consists  of the basic elements of Ql.  The
quantity space QSdir = {dec,aid, inc} is derived from a qualitative algebra QD which
is isomorphic to Qi3. In this case too, the quantity space Q Sdir consists of the basic
elements of Qo. The introduction of a qualitative algebra is necessary since the qual-
itative addition operator   e i s not closed under the quantity space { - ,0, + } because
adding terms of opposite sign is equal to a?". . In qualitative algebras, "?" represents the
indeterminate value. In our framework, all expressions are written in terms of the basic
elements.  If the outcome of a qualitative addition equals "?", e.g.,+0-  . Qual(c) then
three cases are considered  in turn: Qual(c)  =-,Qual(c)  =0,  and  Qual(c)  = + .  Thus,
it is possible that the evaluation of a qualitative expression results in multiple outcomes.
In the following, we define the set of simple constraints which may appear in C.
(If QS(v,tk)  is an operand  in a qualitative expression, both Quat(v) and  Qdir(v)  are
evaluated).
3The corresponding elements of Qi and QD are given respectively by the pairs
(-, dec), (0, std), (+, inc), (?, ?).
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ADD-constraint
ADD(c, a, b)4 defines the variable  c as the qualitative  sum of the variables  a and  b.   A
tuple of qualitative values of the variables c, a and b satisfies the constraint ADD(c, a, b)
in time interval 4 if:
QS(a, th) 0 QS(b, tk)  . QS(c, tk)·
Differences between variables can be expressed using the unary minus operator e.  For ex-
ample, if c represents the difference a-b then the appropriate constraint is ADD(c, a, eb),
i.e.,
Qs(a, lk) e (eQS(b, 4)) - QS(C, th).
It is assumed that the ADD-constraint is satisfied with respect to Qual for the tuple of
initial values (0,0,0). The ADD-constraint is intended to represent definitional relations
and accounting identities.
Remark 1
In the case of quantity spaces to which new landmarks may be added, e.g., in QSIM
(Kuipers [1986]), the interpretation of the ADD-constraint is not straightforward. More
specifically, given three quantity spaces   Q., Q.,   and   Qb   of the variables in constraint
ADD(c, a, b), it is generally not possible to assign real values to landmarks  in  Q., Qo,
and Q6 such that the additions are 52-compatible in the sense of (Trava-Massuyts &
Piera [19891) (personal communication Broek and Daniels 11990}).
Remark 2
The Qual of variable v at time point to, i.e. the initial value of v, is usually associated
with the qualitative value KO". Hence, Qual(v) = +  (Qual(v) = - )i s interpreted as  "v
is above (under) its initial value". With this convention, it is easy to obtain comparative
static information with respect to v. In comparative statics, the initial state is an
equilibrium state, thus, IO" represents the old equilibrium value. The new equilibrium
4This definition of the ADD-constraint is difTerent from the definition of the ADD-constraint in the
constraint-centered approach (Kuipers [1986]) because of consistency reasons
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value of v, across all possible equilibrium states, is one of the following:  ?, -, 0, +.  The
interpretation of the last three values is obvious; u?" represents the indeterminate value,
indicating that no comparative statics information with respect to v can be obtained,
i.e., u may be above, on, or under its initial value.
M+ and M--constraint
The monotonicity constraints  M+(a, b)  and  M- (a, b) define a monotonic functional  re-
lationship between a and b.  M+ is appropriate if the relationship between a and b
is monotonic and increasing. Conversely, if the relationship is decreasing and mono-
tonic, the M--constraint applies. The monotonicity constraint   M+ (a, b) is satisfied  ifT
QS(a) = QS(b); similarly, M-(a, b) is satisfied iff QS(a) = (eQS(b)). The monotonicity
constraint can be employed to model relationships in which two variables are contempo-
raneous, i.e., the variables refer to the same time-interval and have a mutual influence.
In (Hicks [1979]), contemporaneous causality is defined as a unidirectional relation "a
causes b" where a and b refer to the same time period. For explanation purposes, the
monotonicity constraint may be interpreted as a relation of contemporaneous causality.
In that case, one of the two directions is preferred, i.e., either QS(a) "causes" QS(b) or
QS(b) "causes" QS(a). We discuss this matter of causal ordering in detail in chapter 4.
DERIV-constraint
The qualitative analogue of the derivative relation between two variables a and b is rep-
resented by the constraint DERIV(a, b) where b is the qualitative time derivative of a.
DERIV(a, b) is satisfied  at  4  iff the  pair  (Qdir(a, th), Qual(b, th)) matches  one  of the
entries  in the table below. The quantity space QSval(b) must equal  {-,0, +}.   Note
that no restrictions are placed on Qual(a, tk)  and  Qdir(b, tk).
DERIV(a, b) Qdir(a, tk)    Qval(b, tk)
std            0
inc                  +
dec         -
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i The DERIV-constraint may be employed to describe the titonnement-adjustment
process of a market, i.e. DERIV(P, Ezd) where P is the price variable and Ezd de-
notes excess demand. Thus, if there is excess demand (supply), the price is increasing
(decreasing); if the market is in equilibrium, the price is steady.
SC+ and SC--constraint
In  (Hicks [1979]), sequential causality is defined  as a causal relationship in which cause
precedes effect. Sequential causality takes place in two steps: a change in variable a
leads to decisions based on it which have their effect on variable b. The decision-making
is an intermediate step in the causation taking place. Thus, there is always a time-lag
between cause and effect in the case of sequential causality.
In our framework, the causal constraints  SC+(b, a)  and  SC- (b, a) denote the relation
of sequential causality between  a  and  b.    SC+(b, a) holds  if  a  at  time tk-1 influences
b  at tk positively. Conversely,  if the influence  of  a  on  b is negative,  then  SC- (b, a)
holds. The constraint  SC+(b, a)  puts a restriction  on  the  pair  (QS(b, th), QS(a, tk-1))
as follows: Qdir(b, th) = Qdir(a, th- 1)· Similarly,  SC- (b, a) is satisfied  if Qdir(b, 4)  =
(eQdir(a, tk-1))· The sequential causality constraint  is  used to define a relationship  in
which the one-period lagged value of one endogenous variable determines the current
value of another endogenous variable.
EXO-constraint
An exogenous variable a€V i s denoted by the unary constraint EXO(a). Because the
values of exogenous variables are determined outside the economic system, a list of qual-
itative states for each exogenous variable a, QS(a, tl), ···,QS(a, t™), is defined which is
associated with EXO(a).
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The Constraint Representation of K3
To illustrate the different types of constraints defined above, the constraint representation
of K35 is presented. The constraints of CK3 (3.1)-(3.9) correspond one-to-one to the
equations of K3 (1.10)-(1.18).
ADD(Y, C, I) (3.1)








The interpretation of (3.1) and (3.2) is straightforward. In (3.3), excess money de-
mand EMd is defined as the difference M, - M.. The monotonicity constraints (3.4)
and (3.5) express, respectively, a positive relation between Y and Mi and an inverse
relationship between M, and r. The DERIV-constraint (3.6) postulates a titonnement-
adjustment process on the money market. Constraints (3.7) and (3.8) specify, respec-
tively, that consumption depends positively on lagged income and investment depends
negatively on lagged interest. Finally, (3.9) states that the money supply is exogenous.
3.4 Envisionment
In principle, all admissible states of S can be determined given a set of variables V,
quantity spaces Q, and constraints C. The qualitative behaviour of economic systems
sIn the rest of this thesis referred to as CK3.
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Qdir(v, tk) -+ Qdir(v, 4+1) QS(V, th)  --+     QS(11, tk+1)
QD1 Any° std Qsl (O,std) (O,Any)
QD, Any inc QS, CO,inc) (+,Any)




QST ( 'inc) (O,Any)
Qss (-'Any) (-,Any)
QSg (-,inc) (+,Any)
Table 3.2: QD-transitions and QS-transitions
SQD. isa subset of 3 transitions  with  Any E QSdir; Analogously,  QS,  is a subset of 9 transitions
(i = 5,8) or 3 transitions (otherwise).
consists of sequences of admissible states as defined below.
A valid state tra,wition is an ordered pair QS(V, tk),QS(V, tk+1) of admissible states
such  that for all v € V,  QS(v, th), QS(v, 4+1)  is a valid variable transition.   The set of
valid variable transitions consists of two disjoint subsets QD and QS as shown in table 3.2.
The set of QD-transitions is relevant for variable v if QSval(v) = {A}. Otherwise,
QSual(v) =  {-,0, +} and so-called QS-transitions apply  to u. The reasons for table 3.2
to be different from table 1.1, are twofold. First, the representation of time is different,
fixed versus variable time intervals. Secondly, in contrast to (Kuipers [1986]), we do not
make the assumption that every variable is a differentiable function of time. Instead,
only continuity is assumed. These tables specify all ordered pairs of qualitative states
corresponding to valid variable transitions, i.e., any ordered pair of qualitative states
which is not in table 3.2, is not a valid variable transition.
A qualitative behaviour of a variable v from tk to th+n is a sequence of qualitative
states with valid state transitions between them:
QS(V, th), · · ·i QS(v, tk+n).
Accordingly, a qualitative behaviour of the system S from tk to th+n is the corresponding
sequence of admissible qualitative states of S.
Given an initial state  QS(v,ti),   we can determine  the  set of admissible states
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which are reachable from QS(V, tl) by valid state transitions. Usually, the initial state
QS(V, ti) represents the situation immediately after a disturbance of the equilibrium po-
sition; the disturbance is represented by an exogenous variable v with Qdir(v) = inc or
Qdir(v) = dec. Following (De Kleer & Brown [1984]), the process of generating the set
of admissible states is called "envisioning: The result of this simulation is represented
as a directed graph called the complete envisionment6 or envisionment.
Definition  3.1   The complete envisionment  of S  with initial state QS(V,ti)  is a rooted
directed graph E with the following properties:
• QS(V, ti) is the root;
•   the set of nodes ofE contains all admissible  qualitative states  ofS  that are reachable
from the root by valid state transitions;
•   there is a link between two nodes  of E i# there exists  a valid state  transition between
them.
A path from the root to another node in the envisionment corresponds to some qual-
itative behaviour of the economic system. The envisionment is the description of all
possible qualitative behaviours of the model starting at the root.  In our framework,
the number of admissible states is finite: However, the number of possible behaviours
is infinite because in a cyclic graph, there are arbitrarily long paths.  The need for a
definition of "interesting" behaviour seems therefore evident. We define three types  of
"interesting" behaviour:
Equilibrium Equilibrium behaviour is the shortest path from the root to an equilibrium
state. An equilibrium state is a state such that for all v E V, Qdir(v) = std.
6To avoid confusion, in (Forbus [19881), an attainable envisionment is an envisionment which is
derived from a single initial state. A total envisionment is defned as the supergraph formed by combining
all possible attainable envisionments. Our definition of complete envisionment corresponds to the notion
of attainable envisionment.
7This follows from the fact that the total number of states, admissible and non-admissible, equals qP
where p is the number of variables  and q the number of possible states per variable;  p is fixed and since
the quantity spaces Qsual and QSdir are fixed, q is fixed too.
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Node 1    2    6    16   34
v  QS(v,ti) QS(v,t,) QS(v,t3) Qs(v,t4) QS(v,ts)
C A,std A,std A,inc A,inc A,std
I A,std A,inc A,inc A,dec A,std
Mi A,std A,inc A,inc A,std A,std
MI A'inc A,inc A,dec A,std A,std
Md X'inc A,inc A,dec A,std A,std
M. A,inc A,std X,std A,std A,std
EM,1 -,std -,inc +,dec 0,std 0,std
r X,dec A,dec A,inc A,std A,std
Y A,std A,inc A,inc A,std A,std
Table 3.3: Qualitative states of equilibrium behaviour
No-change No-change behaviour is the shortest path from the root to a no-change
state. A no-change state is a state that is a successor of itself.
Elementary Cycle Cyclic behaviour is a cyclic path in the envisionment. We restrict
cyclic paths to distinct elementary cycles because all cycles can be thought of as
composed of elementary cycles. An elementary cycle is a path where no node but
the first and last appears twice and two cycles are distinct if one is not a cyclic
permutation of the other.
Note that the definitions of the different kinds of behaviour are overlapping. Every
equilibrium node is also a no-change node and every no-change node can be considered
as an elementary cycle of length one.
For example, we discuss the envisionment of CK3 (section 3.3). The envisionment
is generated with the computer program discussed in chapter 5. The initial state rep-
resents a situation in which the exogenous money supply is increased. The complete
envisionment consists of 57 states.  The part of the envisionment graph corresponding
to equilibrium behaviour is depicted in figure 3.2. Dotted arrows denote incoming and
outgoing links of states not shown. The corresponding qualitative states are given in
table 3.3.
From table 3.3, we conclude that the levels of income and consumption in the new
equilibrium position are higher compared to the equilibrium before the money supply
shock (because Y and C never decrease). However, equilibrium behaviour is but one
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Figure 3.2: A part of the envisionment graph of CK3
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Node Qdir(Y) Qdir(r) QS(EMd) characterisation of the money market
7 inc dec -,inc trend to equilibrium
11 inc inc +,std excess money demand
12 inc inc +,inc trend divergence
14 inc inc +,dec trend to equilibrium
30 dec inc +,dec trend to equilibrium
38 dec dec -,std excess money supply
41 dec dec -,inc trend to equilibrium
42 dec dec -,dec trend divergence
Table 3.4: No-change nodes
possibility.    In the complete envisionment, there  are 8 no-change nodes   (or 9 including
the equilibrium state). These nodes are given in table 3.4 characterised by the variables
Y, r and ElIf . The nodes characterised by "trend to equilibrium" represent asymptotic
behaviour towards equilibrium. Unstable nodes are labelled "trend divergence";  in  the
context of CK3, such nodes refer to situations in which the money market moves away
from equilibrium.
The third type of behaviour is cyclic behaviour. The number of elementary cycles is
very large.  In the envisionment of CK3, there are 319 cycles of length 5 4. Although the
number of cycles is large, it is possible to classify these cycles in  a way which is meaningful
from an economic point of view.  This can be done by exploring the correspondence
between the envisionment and the concept of a finite-state automaton.  For the definition
of a finite-state automaton, the reader is referred to, e.g., (Bavel [1983]). In (Berndsen
& Daniels [199Ob]),  it is observed  that an envisionment E corresponds  to a finite-state
automaton A. Furthermore, it is shown that the set of qualitative states of E can be
partitioned into equivalence classes such that the essential properties of E are preserved.
These equivalence classes are induced by a view on a subset of the variables of the
economic system and form the states of a homomorphic image of A, denoted by A'. A
view on a subset of variables is defined as the projection of a complete qualitative state
of the system onto that subset of variables. For example, two states Qpt and 02 of E are
the same under the view on variable x iff QS(z,t)„,  =  QS(x,t)„; al  and 02 are different
if QS(z,t)„,  4  QS(%,t),2. The homomorphic image A' embodies essentially  the  same,
but coarser, image of the behaviour of the system. By defining appropriate views it is
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possible to abstract from unnecessary distinctions and focus on a subset of important
variables.
Equivalence View
Class Qdir(r) Qdir(Y) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
a inc inc a b c d f g h
b inc std                    c                            h
c inc dec c          e                h
d std inc a d     f
e std dec c          e                h
f dec inc a d      f
g dec std    a               f
h dec dec a b c e f g h
Table 3.5: A homomorphic image of cyclic behaviour in E
For example, if we take the view on the variables r and Y of the envisionment of
CK3, we obtain the homomorphic image of the cyclic behaviour in the envisionment as
depicted in table 3.5. The equivalence classes, labelled "a" through  "h", are characterised
by combinations of Qdir(r) and Qdir(Y). The combination Qdir(r) = Qdir(Y) = atd
is not represented since this class only contains the equilibrium state which is not part
of cyclic behaviour. Equivalence class cj which  is a successor of equivalence class   4,  is
shown in column js of row i of table 3.5. Real oscillating behaviour is characterised by
oscillations in both Y and r, e.g., the sequence of equivalence classes a-t c-t h i a.
Cycles in which Y is only increasing or decreasing while the interest rate is oscillating, are
also possible. However, the converse is not true. Therefore, we conclude that in CK3 the
cause of real oscillating behaviour is the interest rate rather than national income. This
follows from the titonnement-adjustment process of the money market which determines
the interest rate.
SIn the general theory of finite-state automata, each column represents a difierent operator.  In our
case, the operators '1" through '8" correspond one-to-one to equivalence classes 'a" through 'h" in
the sense that operator j indicates the successor  ci when applied to equivalence class  c,.
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3.5 Intractable Branching
The envisionment is the result of a qualitative simulation. It describes all possible qual-
itative behaviours of the system S. In general, the number of possible behaviours is
very large. This combinatorial explosion of behaviours is called intractable branching
(Kuipers & Chiu [1987]). Even for small models, intractable branching poses large prob-
lems. For example, the envisionment of model CK3 (only 9 variables and 9 constraints)
contains 57 nodes and 319 elementary cycles of length 5 4 (see section 3.4).  It is clear
that interesting conclusions cannot be obtained from envisionments of this size. It is im-
portant to note that intractable branching is not particular for CK3 or our framework;
all Qualitative Simulation approaches, discussed in chapter 1, exhibit this property.
The degree of intractable branching in Qualitative Simulation is assessed by Makarovit
for models consisting of ordinary differential equations (Makarovit  [19911).   To  this  end,
Makarovit defines the branching factor which is the average number of possible state
transitions per qualitative state. The estimated value of the branching factor is 2" - 1
where  n  is the dimension  of the state space.    From this observation, it follows  that
the number of possible behaviours grows exponentially with the dimension of the state
space. The branching degree of envisionments generated in our framework is analysed
in section 4.10.
In general, the combinatorial explosion is caused by the lack in precision of the data.
The result of a conventional simulation with numerical techniques, in contrast to Quali-
tative Simulation, is a projection consisting of a single behaviour of the system. In order
to achieve this, a full specification of the values of parameters in the model is necessary.
The accuracy of the parameters depends on the quality of the data set which is used to
estimate the parameters.
Qualitative Simulation, however, is based on data with a high degree of abstraction.
The input consists of the sign information of parameters in the system and the symbolic
values of variables in the initial state. The consequences of using this kind of data
are ambiguities in the outcome of the qualitative simulation.  In our framework, the
two potential sources of ambiguity are:  (1) the qualitative addition operator 0 is not
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closed under the quantity spaces  {dec, std, inc} and  { - ,0, + } (see table 3.1) and (2) the
magnitude of the Qdir of a variable is unconstrained. The consequence of (1) is that
the simulation may branch whenever terms with opposite sign are added. The second
potential source of ambiguity causes branching in case the quantity space of variable
u, QSval., equals {-,0, t} and v is moving towards «0".  In that case, it follows from
table 3.2 that Qual(v) =?, i.e, three possibilities for Qual(v) in the next time interval
exist: Qual(v)  =-,Qual(u)  =0,o r  Qualcu)  = + . The branching occurs because  the
magnitude of Qdir(u) and the distance between Qual(v) and «0" cannot be represented
on an ordinal scale.
From these observations, it is clear that the analysis of qualitative economic systems
using the framework presented here, provides little insight in the structure and causal
dependencies of the economic model. Therefore, in chapter 4, the intractable branch-







The combinatorial explosion of possible qualitative behaviour is a central problem in
Qualitative Reasoning. The straightforward application of the Qualitative Simulation
methods (chapter  1)  and our framework (chapter 3), results  in an envisionment  of un-
manageable size. Therefore, in order to obtain useful results from the envisionment, it
is important to reduce the branching of behaviour.
To this end, researchers have proposed several methods called global fitersi (De Kleer
& Bobrow [19841; Kuipers & Chiu [1987}; Lee & Kuipers [19881; Struss 119881). The
applicability of most global filters is restricted to systems which are described by differ-
ential equations. A global filter rejects those states which do not meet the criterion of
the filter. These criteria are derived from the general theory of difTerential equations,
e.g., the property that in two-dimensional systems, two different phase-space trajectories
cannot intersect. This non-intersection property is applied as a global filter in a paper
of (Lee & Kuipers [19881).
'The term 'global filter" refers to the fact that sequences of admissible states are considered in
contrast to local filters which take only single states into account. A local filter is, e.g., uDivergence"
which rejects states in which  one  of the variables approaches  infi nity ( Kuipers 11986]).
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In this chapter, we deal with the intractable branching problem using different con-
cepts. Instead of applying filters based on the theory of differential equations, we propose
a set of heuristic rules which prune the envisionment in an economically meaningful way.
The reasons for this are twofold.
Firstly, the global filters mentioned above can only be applied to physical systems
which can adequately be described by differential equations. Some filters only apply
to differential equations with constant coefficients. For example, in (Struss [1988]), it is
observed that the envisionment merges the behaviour of several systems, i.e., it describes
the behaviour of a whole class of systems which only differ in the value of some of the
coefficients. Application   of this so-called "avoidance of system merging" filter ( Struss
[1988]) to systems which are adequately modelled using constant coefficients, is fruitful.
However, this global filter is not applicable to economic systems because the knowledge
about the dynamics of economic systems is relatively imperfect compared to knowledge
about the dynamics of physical systems. It is questionable whether economic systems
can be described by differential equations with constant coefficients.
Secondly, global filters use mathematical properties of the system description to reduce
the number of qualitative behaviours. Here, we are not interested in a reduction of the
envisionment per se. Primarily, we want to select paths in the envisionment which are
interesting from the standpoint of economic reasoning.  The main goal of qualitative
reasoning in economics is to explain qualitative behaviour of economic systems. To this
end, economists use causal chains to reason from cause to effect (Strotz & Wold [1960]),
introduce assumptions about the order of magnitude of counteracting influences, and
make stability assumptions to infer the comparative static properties of the model.  Here,
we define global filters (heuristics) that mirror these economic reasoning principles. They
reflect the heuristic reasoning which is common in economic practice.
In order to select economically meaningful paths in the envisionment three differ-
ent heuristics are introduced: the causality heuristic, reasoning with relative orders of
magnitude, and the equilibrium heuristic.
The causality heuristic is based on a special causal ordering technique presented in
section 4.3. This technique is equivalent, in the sense of theorem 2.4, to the other methods
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of causal ordering described in chapter 2. In other words, our method derives the same
ordering between strong components as the other theories. However, it derives a difTerent
ordering within strong components and exploits the differences between predetermined
variables versus endogenous variables. This causal ordering technique presupposes more
economic knowledge than the other approaches. Consequently, it yields better results
in the sense that the causal ordering is more in accordance with "economic intuition"
compared to the results of the approaches discussed in chapter 2. More precisely, our
technique inhibits cyclical instantaneous causal dependencies, i.e., a variable z at time t,
denoted zt, cannot be among the causes of xi. However, autoregressive relationships are
not excluded. For example, 0,-1 may be considered as a cause of xt. Thus, instantaneous
feedback loops, i.e., a cycle of variables which all refer to the same time period, are cut.
The result of our causal ordering method is a directed acyclic graph called causal infuence
graph (CIG). The causality heuristic, introduced in section 4.5, rejects qualitative states
which violate at least one of the causal dependencies in the CIG. In this way, we obtain an
envisionment in which a causal explanation of behaviour, in the sense of causal ordering,
can be given.
Reasoning with relative orders of magnitude is a heuristic based on a set of assump-
tions about the relative strengths of counteracting economic influences. These assump-
tions are common in economic reasoning. Each assumption is made with respect to some
economic variable and results in a partial ordering of effects operating on that variable.
For example, two counteracting effects Qdir(a) = inc and Qdir(b) = dec operating jointly
on Qdir(c) in constraint  ADD(c, a, b), results in a three-way branching:
(i) Qdir(c) = inc because Qdir(a) dominates Qdir(b),
(ii) Qdir(c) = dec because Qdir(b) dominates Qdir(a),
(iii) Qdir(c) = std because Qdir(a) and Qdir(b) are balanced.
In the complete envisionment, all three states are possible unless, of course, another
constraint in C, is not satisfied.  If the assumption is made that the influence of a on c
is much larger than the influence of b on c, two of the states corresponding to cases (ii)
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and (iii) can be pruned. In so doing, this heuristic selects states which do not violate
any order-of-magnitude assumption.
The equilibrium heuristic is introduced to find equilibrium states in the envisionment.
This heuristic implements a kind of stability assumption. The term astability" is used
here in the sense of s'stability of the first kind in the small" (Samuelson [1947])., i.e.,
for sufficiently small displacements, the equilibrium is stable. In fact, the equilibrium
heuristic generates only the shortest paths from the initial state to equilibrium states.
The resulting subgraph of the envisionment reflects the possible adjustment processes
towards equilibrium.
In section 4.9, the three heuristics are applied to a moderately sized macro-economic
textbook model.  It is shown that the set of heuristics, developed in this chapter, is
capable of providing an analysis of simple economic models which is similar to analyses
found in the economic literature.
4.2 Complex Constraints and Constraint Graphs
The causal influence graph is the result of applying a two-stage causal ordering procedure
to an economic system S. In the first stage, a directed graph is defined on the basis of
the set of economic variables V and the set of constraints C. This graph is called the
constraint graph, denoted G. In the second stage, described in section 4.3, the causal
infuence graph, denoted CIG, is derived by applying a node labelling procedure to the
constraint graph G.
Prior to the definition of the constraint graph, we introduce some extra constraints
which extend the simple SC- and ADD-constraint defined in section 3.3. These con-
straints are a straightforward generalisation to allow SC-constraints with an arity greater
than two and ADD-constraints with an arity greater than three. Below, the qualitative
operators  .  and  e  are  defined with respect  to the qualitative algebra  Q i (defined  in
section 3.3) and the operator ® is defined in table 4.1.2
2The standard definition of ® presented in section 3.3 is not applicable since ® is used here in
expressions in which elements from the qualitative algebras  Qi  and QD appear.
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® inc std dec
+ inc std  dec
- dec std inc
Table 4.1: ®-operator
Definition  4.1  (SUM)   The constraint SUM(vi, (82, vl),...,(a.,un))  defnes ul  as the
qualitative sum 32v2  ···8 8.Vn where 36 6 {t,-} is the sign of vi (i = 2,0.-,n).
SUM(vt,(82,vjh···,(amun)) is satisjied at time t if
Qdir(vi,t) - (32 ® Qdir(v2, t)) 0. . .e (an ® Qdir(un, t)).
Arthermore, an analogous condition with respect to the Quals must hold.
A qualitative addition of more than two terms can be represented by a SUM-constraint
of arity > 3. Obviously, ADD(c, a, b) is equivalent  to SUM(c, (+, a), (+, b)).
Dellnition  4.2  (SC) The constraint  SC(vt,(32, U2), ···,(4, un))   dejines   a  relation  of
sequential causality between vt and vili = 2 n. For each of the n-1 variables1...,
v;, the sign s; E {t,-} (i = 2,...,n) denotes the eUect of one-period tagged v:
on vi if the ceteris paribus condition with respect to the n-2 other variables holds.
Sclul,(82,vwl···,Can, vn)) i) satisfed at time tk if
Qdir(vi, tk) - (82 ® Qdir(112, th-1 )) e. . .e (an ® Qdir(v.,tk-1))·
The generalised SC-constraint is a representation of the relation in which a variable de-
pends on various lagged variables.  It is clear that SC+(b, a) is equivalent to SC(b, (+, a))
and SC-(b, a) is equivalent to SC(b, (-, a)).
The constraint graph of an economic system is defined as follows:
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Definition 4.3 (Constraint Graph) A constraint graph G of S u a labelled directed
graph with a jinite vertex set V corresponding to the set of economic variables V and a
set of directed linb L; there is a directed link from u to w, denoted uw,  i# v and w (t, 96
w) appear in the same constraint c€C i n the correct order a.9 dejined in table 4.2. The
label 1- is associated with link vw.
constraint c label 4- of link vw
ADD(w, v,u)'                 +




M+(w,v) or M+(v,w)             +
M-(w,v) or M-(v,w)             -
SC(W, ...,(snv), . . . ) sc 4
SUM(w,...,(s.,v),...)                     sv
Table 4.2: Label set
 In this table, u, v, and w refer to different variables.  For the sake of completeness, all types of
constraints defined in sections 3.3 and 4.2 are shown.
Some elementary constraint graphs with corresponding constraints are shown in fig-
ure 4.1. Every constraint graph is composed of elementary subgraphs.  The sign of 4.
defines the kind of influence: + indicates a positive influence, - indicates a negative
influence. The constraint EXO(v) is not included in table 4.2 because it does not induce
a directed link in G; exogenous variables appear in G as nodes with zero indegree. For
example, the constraint graph of CK3 is depicted in figure 4.2.
It is easy to show that the interpretation of the constraint graph, more specifically,
the direction of the links in G, is analogous to the way in which the equations of an
economic model are interpreted. Usually, economic equations are written in a canonical
form in which the left-hand side of each equation consists of a single variable and all
left-hand sides are different (Boutillier  [1984}):
Yi = gi(Y, Z) (i= 1, . . . ,n) (4.1)
Equation i represents the determination mechanism of endogenous variable y,, i.e.,
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SC + deriv
SC+(w,v)   v 'w DERIV(w,v) V , W
SC -
SC-(w, v)    v >w u-+--.
ADD(w,u,v)       - w/+V+
M+(w,v) V C 'W
+
M-(w,v) V( )W
Figure 4.1: Elementary constraint graphs
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Figure 4.2: Constraint graph G of CK3
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the left-hand side variable is said to be determined by the variables on the right-hand
side. In CAUSOR, the notion of «determined by" is made more explicit in terms of a
causal graph. As discussed in section 2.4, the causal graph is derived by directing the
links from right-hand side variables to the left-hand side variable.3 Hence, in the graph
derived by CAUSOR, the immediate predecessors of a variable w are interpreted as the
variables which determine w.
Given this notion of "determined by" in economic equations, we have defined the same
notion in the context of constraints in table 4.2. In each type of constraint in table 4.2,
w is the "left-hand side" variable and the other variables are on the "right-hand side".
Hence, in each elementary constraint graph corresponding to a type of constraint, the
links are directed from the other variables to w.
Analogous to the causal ordering approach of Gilli (see section 2.4), we assume the
existence of a perfect matching from right-hand side variables to left-hand side vari-
ables. However, in general, several perfect matchings exist. In other words, the form of
equation (4.1) is not unique. However, we prefer the matching defined by table 4.2, to
other possible matchings. This particular matching reflects the economic dependencies
embedded in the set of constraints. Consider the set of constraints C with, on the one
hand, the SC- and DERIV-constraints and, on the other hand, the SUM-constraints.
The semantics of the SC- and DERIV-constraints leads naturally to a preference of
directing the links in one direction. In the case of the SC-constraints, the direction of
the link is according to time, i.e., from lagged variables to variables referring to the
current period. The direction of the link between two nodes corresponding to the pair of
variables occurring in a DERIV-constraint, is obvious from the economic interpretation
of the DERIV-constraint (section 3.3). Such links point from the variable representing
excess demand on market i to the price variable of market z.
SUM-constraints represent definitional equations, accounting identities, and be-
havioural equations consisting of contemporaneous variables. Firstly, in definitional
equations, one of the variables, say A, is defined in terms of other variables.  It is
3Rewriting the equations in the form (4.1) is equivalent to finding a perfect matching in the bipartite
graph defined in section 2.5.
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assumed that the reason for incorporating this relation in the first place is, that A can
be explained on the basis of the other variables (see, e.g. (Boutillier 119841)). Otherwise,
the definition can be dropped from the model without loss of information. Therefore, we
assume that A appears in the position of variable w in the SUM-constraint of table 4.2.
Secondly, accounting identities represent the total on one side of the balance which is the
sum of balance sheet items. We argue that it is more natural to reason from the parts to
the whole than vice versa. Therefore, the direction of the links originating from balance
sheet equations is from the parts to the whole. Finally, in behavioural equations con-
sisting of contemporaneous variables, the causal dependencies among variables should
be derived from the underlying economic theory. If variable A "depends on" the set
of variables Bl,•••,B, then the constraint SUM(A, (31Bl ,···,(SnB„)) is appropriate
where s: represents  the  sign  of the partial derivative  of B,
It is obvious that table 4.2 defines an explicit representation of causality. The con-
straint graph is the graphical representation of the causal dependencies already embed-
ded in the constraints. Therefore, in order to derive a causal ordering which agrees with
6'economic intuition", it is important that the set of constraints is modelled on the basis
of economic knowledge.
4.3 Causal Influence Graphs
In this section, we describe a method which derives a causal ordering of variables in
constraint graphs. Compared to the theories of causal ordering, discussed in chapter 2,
our method derives a causal ordering which is more in accordance with the underlying
economic theory. The application of this method to constraint graph G yields a so-
called causal influence graph (CIG) which represents the causal structure of the model.
Henceforth, we assume that S satisfies the following two conditions. First, the system is
self-contained, i.e., IVI = ICI. Second, every variable v E V appears exactly once on the
position of variable w i n constraint c E C a s defined in table 4.2. These conditions imply
that S has a perfect matching. This restriction simplifies the comparison between our
causal ordering method and the methods discussed in chapter 2.
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First, some notions from graph theory are quoted (see, e.g. (Harary, Norman &
Cartwright [1965})). A vertex w is reachable from v if there is a directed path from v to
w.  The  distance from  v  to w, denoted  by d(v, w),  is the number of links  of the shortest
path from v to w if w is reachable from v. The reachable set R( V) of the set of nodes V is
the set of points reachable from some node of V. A digraph is strongly connected if every
pair of nodes is mutually reachable. A strong component S of digraph D is a maximal
strongly connected subgraph of D. The strong component S(v) determined by v is the
unique strong component containing v. A spanning subgraph D' of D is a subgraph with
the same vertex set as D. A condensation D' of a digraph D is a digraph with the set of
k strong components  S i, . . . ,S h  of D as nodes. There is  a link  in  D'  from  S(v)  to  S(w)
iff S(v) and S(w) are distinct and there is a link from v to w in D. A subgraph Du of
D generated by the vertex set U is the subgraph with vertex set U containing all links of
D that join two points of U.
Furthermore, we define the predecessor set P(v) as the set of nodes with a link pointing
to v. OUT(v) is defined as the set {u % S(v) I v€ R(u)}, i.e., OUT(v) is the set of
nodes with a path to u outside the strong component containing u. The subset of nodes
u E OUT(v) with a shortest path to u is defined by
OUT„0(v) = {u E OUT(v) 1 V.„EOUT(v) d(w, v) 2 d(u, u)}
Hence, from all nodes w € OUT(u), u has the minimal distance to v, denoted by md(v).
Finally, a strong component S(u) consisting of a single vertex v is called a singleton
strong connponent.
The second stage of the causal ordering procedure consists of a node numbering
algorithm which orders vertices  in the constraint graph. For clarity, we define the inter-
mediate graphs which are employed consecutively to derive the causal influence graph.
Definition 4.4 (Non-Temporal Constraint Graph) A non-temporal constraint graph
G.t  of S  is the  spanning subgraph Gnt  =G- A,c where  A.   is  the  set  of all hnks  labelled
with sc+  or sc-.
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Figure 4.3: The graphs Gnt and Glt of CK3
A non-temporal constraint graph is a constraint graph  with all links originating  from :;C-
constraints removed. G.t consists of links which correspond to constraints that operate
on variables within the same time-interval. In case of a static model, Gnt coincides with
G.   Let GS denote the condensation  of  G.1. For example, the non-temporal constraint
graph Gn: of CK3 and its condensation Gi are depicted in figure 4.3.
In the Gnt of S there may be some singleton strong components. The set Vo, called
the  source  set,  is a subset  of the  set of singleton strong components  in  Gnt · The source
set lio is of type 1 or 2. A source variable is a variable corresponding to one of the
singleton strong components of the source set.
Definition 4.5 (Source Set) The source set  Vo  is said  to  be  of type i  (i  =  1,2)  if it
consists sotely of vertices corresponding to economic variables of type i where
Type 1 Exogenous variables. A variable v is an exogenous variable if the constraint
EXO(v)  €C.
Type 2 Lagged dependent variables. A variable v is said to be tagged dependent :fT for
the corresponding vertex u  €  G,  there  :s  a  link ltv  with  lu.  E  {Sct, sc-}.
Every exogenous variable is a strong component  of Gnt • By construction,  v  is a singleton
strong  component  of  Gnt  if the corresponding variable is lagged dependent. Therefore,
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Figure 4.4: The graphs GL and Gl of CK3 with source set 1/6 = {M.}
every variable  in the source set corresponds  to a singleton strong component  of G.t.  The
source set is a set of variables which are not causally dependent upon other variables in
the same time interval. This causal asymmetry is the underlying idea for introducing
the source set. Henceforth, it is assumed that the source set is nonempty.
Let  L  denote the set of nodes  K u R(14)).  Let GL denote the subgraph of Gnt generated
by L and let Gl denote the condensation of GL· In other words, GL is the maximal
subgraph of Gnt in which all nodes are removed which are not in the source set or
reachable from the source set. The graphs GL and Gl for model CK3 and source set
Vo = {M.} are shown in figure 4.4.
The numbered constraint graph is derived from GL by labelling the nodes of GL with
numbers as follows:
Definition 4.6 (Numbered Constraint Graph) Given the source set 1/6, the num-
bered constraint graph (NGL) :3 derived from GL  by numbering the nodes such that:
1.  For v E 1/6, n(v) = 0.
2.  For vER(Vo),n(v) = Maz{n(w) I w€ OUT™d(v)} + md(v)
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Note that for v f R(Vo), OUTmd(v) is nonempty. A numbered constraint graph is
obtained by applying algorithm 1. The labelling of the nodes of R(1'6) is  done by consid-
ering one strong component at a time. A strong component S is numbered if all vertices
of S are numbered.
Algorithm 1 (Node Numbering) Given the graph (h: and source set lio. Repeat step
2 until all nodes in GL are numbered.
1. For alt v E Vo, n(v)= 0.
2.  Setect an uniabelled strong component S  of GL such that the predecessor set P(S)
in Gl is numbered.
(a)  Setect aN nodes v  of S with md(v) = 1.  Label all v with the number
n(v) = Max{n(w) |w e OUT™d(v)} +1
(b)  Select  all nodes v  of S  with md(v) =k t l  (k =  1,2, . . -).  Label all v  with the
number
n(v) = Max{n(w) I w e P(v) A w i s numbered} +1
Thus, the set of nodes in strong component S is numbered in the order of increasing
md(v), starting with the subset of nodes with md(v) = 1.  Note that the algorithm can
only halt if the condition of step 2 is not satisfied.
Theorem 4.1 (Existence) Algorithm 1 generates a labelling of GL that satis,ties deji-
nition  4.6.
Proof. Property 1 of definition 4.6 is satisfied trivially. Property 2 is proved in two
steps. Firstly, it is shown that the algorithm only halts if all nodes of GL are numbered.
Secondly, it is shown that the numbering of the nodes in step 2a and 2b is consistent
with definition 4.6.
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1.  After V is labelled, all nodes of Gl with zero indegree are numbered. This follows
from the fact that for all v € Vo, S(v) is a singleton strong component of GL and
GL is the subgraph of Gnt generated by L = Vo U R(Vo). Suppose there does not
exist an unlabelled node Sk of Gl such that P(Sk) is numbered. Then, there exists
an unlabelled node S,-1 € P(Sk). By induction on k, it follows that there is an
arbitrary long path of unnumbered nodes Sk-n,•·• , Sh-1, Sh  (n > 0) which are all
different because L' is acyclic.4 This implies that the vertex set of Gl is infinite
which contradicts the assumption of a finite vertex set of G from which Gl has
been derived. Thus, there is at least one unlabelled node S with a completely
labelled predecessor set. This implies that the algorithm can only halt if all nodes
of Gl are numbered.
2.  Let  K be the subset of nodes  v with  md(v) =  k  (k  =  1,2,...).  In step 2a,  k = l
and v € 1/1 is labelled with
n(v) = Max{n(w) |w€ OUT™d(v)} +1
which is consistent with definition 4.6. By induction, u € 1,1+2 is labelled in step
2b with
n(v) = Ma={n(w) I w E OUT™d(v)} t k+1.0
Theorem 4.2 (Uniqueness) There is a unique numbered constraint graph for a given
constraint graph G and source set 141, i.e., there is only one node numbering consistent
with  dejinition  4.6.
Proof. Suppose there are two difTerent node numberings Ni and N2· Let v be numbered
differently nt(v) 0 n2(v). For any node v g 1/6 of strong component S(u), md(v) is the
same under both orderings. Hence, Maz{n(w) I w E OUT„,d(v)} must be different in Nl






Figure 4.5: The numbered constraint graph NGL of CK3
and N,· This implies that there is a node w' E OUT™d(u) such that nt(w') 0 n,(w.).
Then, v € R(w'), w- 1 R(v)  and d(vo, w')  <  01(vo, v) for vo  E  1/6. By induction on the
distance from the source variable vo to w', d(vo,w'), it is seen that in the case w' = vo,
the different numbering is a consequence of a different numbering of the source variables.
This is impossible because n(vo) = 0 for all vo E 1'6. 0
The graph NGL of model CK3 is depicted in figure 4.5. The numbering of the nodes
in NGL leads to the following definition:
Definition 4.7 (Antecedent Set) A vertex v is said to be antecedent to vertex w i#
there exists a link vw in NGL and n(v) < n(w).   The antecedent set of w, denoted
ANT(w), is the set of all variables corresponding to vertices v that are antecedent to w.
Obviously, the antecedent set is empty if w is a source variable.  A link vw in NG  is
defined as a non-antecedent link iff n(v) 2 n(w)
The causal influence graph is the subgraph of NGL with all non-antecedent links re-
moved. The causal influence graph is of type 1 or 2 depending on the type of the source
set   Vo ·
Definition 4.8 (Causal Infiuence Graph) A causal infuence graph of type :, de-
noted by CIGI, is the spanning subgraph NGL - K where NCL is labelled on the basis of








Figure 4.6: The causal influence graph CIG(M.) of CK3
Sometimes, we omit the subscript of CIG, if the source set is not relevant or write
CIG(vi,..., v.) to emphasise which variables are source variables. Furthermore,  the
numbering of the nodes in figures is occasionally omitted because it is only relevant for
establishing which links in GL are non-antecedent links.
The causal influence graph of CK3 with source set  Vo  =  { M,}is depicted in figure 4.6.
In order to clarify the full causal ordering process, we present the derivation of causal
influence graph  CIG(C, I) of CK3 in figure 4.7.  In this case, the source set  1/6  - {C, I}.
The constraint graph G and the non-temporal constraint graph Gnt are not shown in
figure 4.7. These graphs are independent of the source set Vo and have been depicted in
figures 4.2 and 4.3. In figures 4.7a through 4.7d, we show, respectively, the graphs GL,
Gl, NGL, and  CIG(C, I). The Prolog implementation  of the complete causal ordering
algorithm is discussed in section 5.3. The economic interpretation of the graphs in
figures 4.6 and 4.7d, and of causal influence graphs in general, is discussed in section 4.4.
4.4 Economic Interpretation of Causal Influence
Graphs
The causal influence graph represents a causal ordering of the economic system S. How-
ever, usually, only a subset of the variables in V is represented by a node in CIG. This
follows from the fact that only the nodes of GL are numbered and L c V. In order to
compare our approach to the causal ordering theories of chapter 2, we assume that all
variables of V are a member of the CIG, i.e. L = V.
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Figure 4.7: The determination of causal influence graph CIG(C, I)
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First, we compare the theories of causal ordering with respect to the ordering between
strong components. In the sense of theorem 2.4, the causal ordering represented by the
CIG is equivalent to the orderings derived by the other theories of causal ordering.  This
follows from the fact that the node numbering algorithm is applied to Gl which is the
condensation of the graph generated by the set L. Given the assumption that L = V,
Gl represents the partition of variables into its strong components which is equivalent
to finding minimal complete subsets (theorem 2.2).
Second, we compare the theories of causal ordering with respect to the ordering within
strong components. In this respect, the theories of causal ordering each derive different
orderings (see section 2.5). From definitions 4.7 and 4.8, it follows that the CIG is
acyclic. Hence, every  CIG is a directed acyclic graph  ( DAG). The application of causal
ordering within a strong component transforms the strong component into an acyclic
graph. For example, compare figure 4.2 to figures 4.6 and 4.7d. In our approach, the
causal ordering depends on the source set 1/8. The causal ordering method presented
in section 4.3 yields an ordering which is more likely to represent "economic intuition"
than the causal orderings produced by the theories discussed in chapter 2. The reasons
for this are twofold. Firstly, from the discussion in section 4.2, it is clear that our
method employs knowledge about the way economists "read" structural equations. This
knowledge is incorporated in the constraint graph on the basis of table 4.2. Secondly, the
causal asymmetry of exogenous variables and lagged endogenous variables makes those
variables suitable candidates for the source set.5
The causal influence graph is a representation of the causal dependencies among
variables of S. Therefore, the CIG reflects the direction of reasoning from economic
cause to effect. Each link vw from v to w in the CIG is directed and labelled. The
direction of uw indicates that v influences w and that w does not influence u.  This
follows from the fact that the CIG is acyclic. The label of vw denotes the kind of
influence that v exerts on w. Each link in the CIG has exactly one of the following
labels: ut", a-",or "deriv: The first two labels indicate that v influences w positively
5It is interesting to point out that  the  same idea,  in the context  of data flow analysis of econometric
models, is used in (Intriligator [1978]).
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or negatively. The label uderiv" indicates that v is the qualitative derivative of w in the
sense of the DERIV-constraint.
In particular, consider the causal orderings of CK3 depicted in figures 4.6 and 4.7d.
Suppose we want to analyse the effects of a change in the money supply. In period  tl, the
relevant causal influence graph is CIG(M,), or equivalently CIGi, because money supply
is an exogenous variable. From figure 4.6, we conclude that money supply influences ex-
cess money demand negatively. EMe, influences the interest rate which, in turn, induces
a change in speculative money demand. Ultimately, total money demand depends on
MI. From period t2 onwards, the source set consists of the tagged dependent variables
C and I. Consequently, the graph CIG(C, I) is the relevant causal influence graph.  The
causal dependencies of this graph (figure 4.7d)  can be stated  in  a way similar  to CIGi.
4.5 The Causality Heuristic
The causality heuristic filters admissible states which are incompatible with the causal
structure of the economic system as represented by the CIG. It reduces ambiguities since
the influence of nodes which are not antecedent to another node are not considered.  Thus,
the causality heuristic follows  the line of reasoning represented  in  the  CIG. We define  a
notion of compatibility of an admissible state QS(V, t) with the causal influence graph
CIG,.
Definition 4.9 (Antecedent Compatible) The admissible qualitative state  QS(w, t)
of variable w  at time t is antecedent compatible  :11 w  is a node of the  CIG and belongs
to one of the following mutually exclusive cases:
1.wisa source variable
2. ANT(w) = {vt'.   -,vk}  and the tuple  (QS(w, t),  QS(vt,t),  ...,  QS(uk, t)) satisjies
the conditions as dejined in table 4.3 where 1 denotes the label of the link betweenU W
the node corresponding to v, and the node corresponding to w.
Thus,  if w  is a source variable  then  QS(w, t) is antecedent compatible by definition.
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ANT(w)       4.          (QS(w,t), QS(vt,t),· · ·, QS(uk,t))
{vi           +                 QS(w, t) = QS(vi, t)
{Ul           -               QS(w, t) = e QS(vi,t)
 vi deriv DERIV(w,vt)
{14'.   - , uk}    al, · · · ,s k     QS(w, t) R: 31QS(vi, t)8,..., @skQS(vk, t)
Table 4.3: Antecedent compatible states
Otherwise, there are two mutually exclusive cases to consider:
ANT(w)  = 1 The antecedent set consists of a single variable, say v.  From the fact
that v is the only variable which influences w, the label l.w determines the kind of
influence of QS(v,t) with respect  to QS(w, t). By construction  of the  CIG,  4.  E
{+, -, deriv}. Given  QS(v,t) and tvw, it is obvious  that  QS(w, t) is compatible
with 1.w if the corresponding condition in table 4.3 is satisfied.
ANT(w)1 > 1 The antecedent set contains more than one variable. In this case, there
are multiple influences on w. Each label 1 considered in isolation, indicates theliw 1
influence v; would exert on w if it were the only predecessor of w in the CIG. The
joint influence is determined by the sum of the partial influences. Therefore, the
qualitative state of w is antecedent compatible if QS(w, t) is qualitatively equal to
the joint influence as defined in table 4.3
Subsequently, we use the definition of antecedent compatibility to define a causal state:
Definition 4.10 (Causal State) QS(V, t) ts a causal state 25 QS(1·', t) ts an admissible
state  andfor all v  corresponding to a node in the  CIG,  QS(v, t) is antecedent compatible.
Thus, in a causal state, all variables corresponding to a node in the CIG have a qualitative
state which is antecedent compatible. A causal successoris defined as a causal state which
is a successor of another causal state with a valid state transition between them.
We define the application of the causality heuristic to a causal state S as follows. Given
the set A of admissible successors of S, A is split into two disjoint subsets: Ac and Anc
where Ac is the subset of causal successors and Anc is the set of non-causal successors.  The
subset Anc is discarded; Ac is retained for future expansion. The recursiue application
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of the causality heuristic to S is defined as applying the causality heuristic to S and all
causal successors of S.
The subgraph E, of the complete envisionment E, called causal enuisionment, gen-
erated by recursive application  of the causality heuristic to QS(V, 4), has the following
properties:
1.  The initial state QS(V, 4) of E is  a node of Ec.
2. Every node of Ec is a causal successor of some other node of Ew
3.  There is a directed link from state S. to S, (Si, Sj E Ec) iff Ss is a causal successor
of S;.
The causal envisionment of CK3 is depicted in figure 4.8. For each node, the quali-
tative state of the money market, represented by QS(EM,t, t), is given. Nodes depicted
as a box are no-change nodes. For clarity, some links are not shown; instead, numbers
below a node refer to causal successors of that node.
The complete envisionment of CK3 consists of 57 nodes and 319 cycles of length 54.
Compared to the complete envisionment, application of the causality heuristic reduces
the envisionment to a manageable size: the causal envisionment contains 15 nodes and
l cycle of length 5 4, namely 4 -, 8 -+ 12 - 14 - 4.6 This cycle represents oscillating
behaviour on the money market.
In section 4.10, we discuss the reduction of the envisionment obtained by using the
causality heuristic in a more general context.
4.6 Causal Explanation
In this section, we describe how explanation of behaviour can be obtained from the causal
envisionment on the basis of the "causal chain interpretation" (Papineau 11989}; Strotz
& Wold [19601). In (Papineau [19891), a causal chain is defined as "a sequence of events
at successive times  such  that each event  is a direct cause  of the  next".   In the context  of
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Figure 4.8: Causal envisionment of CK3
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causal envisionment, we define a causal chain as follows:
Definition 4.11 (Causal Chain) A causal chain £3 a sequence of qualitative states
QS(V, ti), · · · , QS(V,th)  k 21  corresponding to  a path in  the  causal envisionment  Er
From the comparison between definition 4.11 to the definition of causal chain quoted
from  (Papineau  [1989]), it is clear  that the qualitative state  of the system  QS(V, t) is
interpreted as an event. Moreover, there are two issues to consider: the notion of time
and the definition of direct cause.
The notion of tidirect cause" between temporally adjacent states is obvious: state
QS(V, t -  1)  is a direct cause of state  QS(V, t)  if the latter  is a causal successor of the
former. The causal dependencies between these states are modelled by causal constraints.
In terms of the CIG, these causal dependencies are represented by the source set of type
2.   The direct cause of the initial state  QS(V,[to,tl  > h  and  also  the ultimate cause  of
the whole causal chain, is represented  by the source  set  of type  1.
The notion of "direct cause" is also meaningful at a lower level, i.e, between qualitative
states of variables. Although variables in the CIG refer to the same time period, we can
interpret the numbering of the nodes in the CIG as a notion similar to "mythical time"
(De Kleer & Brown [1984]), denoted by r. In this interpretation, the qualitative state of
a source variable v E Vo, is an event which takes place at mythical time ro. Hence, state
QSCV,Ti)  (i  >  0)  is a "direct cause" of state  QS(w, T.+1)  if the latter  is an immediate
successor of the former in the CIG, or equivalently, if v is antecedent to w.  Note that,
in general, tk 5 Ti < Ti+1 5 tk+1 where 4 and 4+1 denote, respectively, the begin- and
end  point  of time interval  [th, th+1 >·
In figure 4.9, the causal chain is represented as a graph consisting of a sequence
of three causal states of S. In general, a causal chain can be associated with
QS(V, 11), · · · , QS(V, t™). Each causal state  QS(V, tk)  (1  5  k i m)  i s  composed  of
the causal states of variables  QS(v:,th)  (i =1, . . . ,n) . The causal dependencies between
two causal states,  QS(V,tk)  and  QS(V,tk+1), are represented by links originating  from
SC-constraints. Such links are shown in figure 4.9 as a solid arrow. The causal link
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Figure 4.9: Causal chain graph
between two causal states, QS(v, 4) and QS(w,tk)  (v 0 wiv, w  E V), is represented by
the link v -i w in the CIG. In figure 4.9, these links are depicted as dashed arrows. The
graph in figure 4.9 represents the causal dependencies among variables over time. Solid
links represent one unit of conventional time and dashed links indicates the mythical
time span between events QS(v, 7-j)  and  QS(w, rj+1)·
A  causal explanation of the qualitative behaviour  QS(V, 11), · · · , QS(V, tk)  of S  can
be obtained by forming a causal chain graph such as in figure 4.9 consisting of CIGi
followed  by k-1 instances of CIG2· Then, every node  QS(v, tt,)  of the causal chain
graph is interpreted as an event, i.e., the corresponding qualitative state of the variable
V.
In this way, we have an explanation of qualitative economic behaviour in the form of a
causal chain. In general, the causal chain is a directed acyclic graph rather than a simple
path. Furthermore, a causal explanation can not be given for variables of the economic
system which are not part of the causal influence graph. However, the explanation of
behaviour for such variables u is trivial since they are not changing, i.e., Qdir(v) = std.
4.7 Relative Orders of Magnitude
In section 3.5, we have argued that counteracting influences, i.e. terms with opposite
sign, are one of the causes of intractable branching. Order-of-magnitude reasoning is a
technique in which the ambiguity can be resolved that follows from adding terms with
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opposite sign.
In this section, several approaches towards reasoning with orders of magnitude are
discussed briefly: the FOG system (Dague [1988}; Raiman [1986}), the 0(M) formalism
(Mavrovouniotis & Stephanopolous [1987]), and the theory of qualitative algebras (Trav6-
Massuyds & Piera [19891). In the following discussion, it is assumed that each theory
operates on a quantity space Q where Q is a finite ordered set of symbolic values called
"landmarks" (see section 3.2). It is argued that each theory provides Q with an additional
structure of its elements. This structure consists of expressions consisting of approximate
relations between landmarks such as «A is much smaller than B" or "A and B are roughly
equal".
Firstly, the FOG system has three key relations between two quantities A and B:
A Ne B A is negligible compared to B,
A V o B A i s close to B i.e. A-B N e B, and
A Co B A and B have comparable sign and order of magnitude.
These basic relations together with a set of inference rules allow FOG to perform order of
magnitude reasoning. Application of the inference rules results in a partition of Q into
classes by the equivalence relations Vo and Co. Each class consists of landmarks which
have the same order of magnitude. Furthermore, the Ne relation induces a hierarchy
among these classes.
Secondly, in the 0(M) formalism, a tolerance parameter e is introduced denoting the
largest amount which is regarded "much smaller than" 1. Obviously, the value of e
depends on the particular domain of application. For example, in (Mavrovouniotis &
Stephanopolous [1987}) it is argued that in the preliminary design of chemical processes
suitable values of e lie between 0.05 and 0.20 Another example is the common sense
idea that one order of magnitude corresponds to a factor of 10. This is represented by
e = 0.1. With a gross simplification, O(M) derives the relation between two quantities
Aand B (B 00) by comparing the ratio   to e. Then, A is "much smaller" than B if
   <  e and  A is "much larger"  than  B if    >  1. In total, 7 basic relations are defined
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which can exist between two given quantities. Although the ordering of Q in 0(M) is
essentially the same as in FOG, the former provides a finer structure between landmarks.
Thirdly, we discuss the theory of qualitative algebras in the context of order-of-
magnitude reasoning (Travd-MassuyEs & Piera  1989}). In section 3.3, we considered
the qualitative algebra  Ql  =  ({t, 0,-, ?},., (8, ®). In order-oimagnitude reasoning,
finer structured algebras are necessary. For example, consider the following partition of
the real line into intervals: negative large (NL), negative medium (NM), negative small
(NS), zero (0), positive small (PS), positive medium (PM), and positive large (PL). Then,
Q2 = ({NL, NM, NS, 0, PS, PM, PL}, -,09„ ®Q,) is a qualitative algebra. In practical
applications, the pair of operators (ee„ ®e,) must be defined by specific tables.7  This
involves the specification of the boundaries of the intervals. Again, this is dependent
upon the domain of application. In (Trava-Massuyes & Piera 119891), it is shown that
algebras with a coarse partition i.e. containing only a few basic elements, are embedded
as subalgebras in finer structured algebras. Thus, Qi is a subalgebra of 92. The impli-
cation is that it is possible to switch between different levels of description, and hence
different algebras, depending on the accuracy of the data.
The three formalisms, discussed above, are general theories for formal order-of-
magnitude reasoning. Each theory modifies the standard quantity space  {+, 0,-, ?}.
On the one hand, the theory of qualitative algebras extends the quantity space explicitly
by specifying additional qualitative values. On the other hand, 0(M) and FOG allow
more complex relations to hold between two quantities thereby providing the quantity
space with additional structure. However, it is important to note that in both cases, the
number of possible values which a given variable can take on, is larger than the number
of values in the standard quantity space. This property severely limits the application of
any of the three theories with respect to reducing the envisionment. This follows from
the fact that they allow more possible values for each variable without incorporating ex-
tra knowledge. More specifically, a finer quantity space cannot reduce the envisionment
because it fails to deal with the source of ambiguity: the addition of terms with opposite
signs. To solve this problem, we propose to incorporate order-of-magnitude assumptions
'Only in the case of Qi is the pair (e, ®) uniquely determined (Trava-Massuy*s & Piera [1989]).
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on influence relations without extending the quantity space. These assumptions repre-
sent extra economic knowledge which can disambiguate counteracting economic effects.
In economic reasoning, assumptions are introduced to simplify the analysis or guide
the current line of reasoning. For example, simplifying assumptions are made to under-
stand a particular feature of the model under study.  If the feature is understood then
the assumption is dropped to increase the relevance of the model. In addition, relatively
unimportant effects can be "assumed away" by introducing assumptions about the rela-
tive order of magnitude of causal effects. The latter is the kind of assumption we propose
to formalise.
One way of formalisation would be the incorporation of order-of-magnitude knowledge
in the set of constraints C. The reasons for doing otherwise are twofold. Firstly, the set C
represents the important relationships among variables  of V, i.e., excluded variables  are
assumed to have negligible effect on variables of V. This implies that in specifying the
set V, crude assumptions about the relative magnitude of efTects are already made. The
sets V and C are assumed to be derived from a more or less established body of economic
knowledge. In contrast, assumptions are regarded as temporary simplifications which
depend on the particular problem under study. Secondly, assumptions about magnitudes
of Qdirs in some qualitative state are only necessary if the value of the relevant variable
in that state is ambiguous. Thus, only in states in which terms appearing in an addition
have opposite signs, assumptions are needed to remove the ambiguity.
In order to formalise the notion  of an assumption, we introduce some preliminary
definitions.   Let  C(v, 31111, · · · , anun)  be  an  SC- or SUM-constraint of arity n+1.   Fur-
thermore,   Un   denotes   the   set   of  variables   {ul,···,un}. The #ect of variable ui on
Qdir(u) (i =1,...,n), denoted by e(u„v), is def ned as 3.Qdir(11,) where 4 E {t,-}
is the sign indicating a positive or negative influence. Analogously, the set of effects
{e(u;,v),...,e(uk,v)}, or the eliect of a 8 et of variables {ul,•••,uk}(k <n) on Qdir(11)
is defined as the sum of the individual effects i.e.
e({ul, · · · ,uk},V) = e(111,v) @ . . . @ €(Uk,v).
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Furthermore,   let   {Di,•·•,D™}   (m   < n) denote a partition   of  the  set of variables
{111,...,Un .   Then,  e(Di,v) is defined  as the subset of effects  with the largest order
of magnitude relative to Un. The subset of effects with the smallest order of magnitude,
relative  to U.,is denoted  by  e(D™,v). The order relation * induced  by the partition
{D i' . . . , Dm} is defined as:
e(u,v) * e(w,v) ifT u € D.,w e Dj and i < j.
The interpretation  of this expression is that effect e(u,v) dominates effect e(w, u) iff
the former is of larger order of magnitude than the latter with respect to the common
variable v.  Let  e(x*,v)  be  the effect  with the largest order of magnitude with respect to
{e(zi, v),...,e(Zn, u)}.  Then, the set of effects e({ul,•••,uk},u) H e({Wi,···,tuk},v) iff
e(u',v)  -- e(w*,v).
Definition 4.12 (Dominant Subset) The dominant subset of efects, denoted D*, is
dejined as the set D'  €  {Dl,•••,D™}with the largest order of magnitude and e(D*,v) is
non-steady :.e. there is no Dj  such that e(Dj,v)  -- e(D*,v) and e(Dj,v) is non-steady.
The  ellect e(D',v)  is  called the dominant  elled.
In general, the dominant subset is not the same across qualitative states of the system
because it depends on the Qdirs in a given state. Henceforth, we only consider con-
straints of arity > 2; otherwise, we have the trivial case of only one effect operating on
v. We define the constraint which relates the value of the dominant subset of efTects to
Qdir(u) as follows:
Definition 4.13 (DE-constraint) The dominant efect constraint DE(v, Di,..., D™),
given a partition {Di,..., D™} of variables u l, • · • ,u n i n constraint C(v, alul,..,1 8.un) C
C, is satisjied in one of the following two mutually exclusive cases:
1.   Qdir(v)  = e(D*, v)  where D'  is the  dominant subset of e ects.
2.  e(Di U. . .U D™,v) = std.
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The two cases are mutually exclusive because in the latter the dominant subset is not
defined. This follows  from  the  fact  that  if  e(Di  U . . . U D„, v)  =  std  then  for  all  u:,
Qdir(ui) = std which implies e(Dj,v) = std for all Dj. Hence, there is no e(Dj, v) 0 std.
We illustrate the DE-constraint with the following example. Consider the constraint:
SUM(z, tw, +z,-y) and the partition ({z},{w, y}), i.e., e(z, z)   e(w, z) and e(x,z)  --
e(y, z). The associated DE-constraint is DE(z, {z},{w,y}). In table 4.4, for two different
sets of Qdirs, the dominant subset and the value of Qdir(z) which satisfies the DE-
constraint is shown. In the first row of table 4.4, the dominant subset is {2} and the
dominant effect  is  e(=,z)  = inc. Hence, the value of Qdir(z) that satisfies  the DE-
constraint is Qdir(z)  = inc.  In the second row of table 4.4, e(Di, z)  =  std and e(D„z) 0
std.  Therefore, D2 is the dominant subset. The dominant effect is e(w, z) e e(y, z) = ?
and Qdir(z) = ? satisfies the DE-constraint.
Qdir(w) Qdir(x) Qdir(y)   e(w, z)  e(z,z)  e(y, z) dominant Qdir(z)
subset
dec inc dec dec inc inc D' = {x}   inc
dec std dec dec std inc D' ={w,y}  ?
Table 4.4: Dominant subset of DE(z,{x},{w, z})
We formalise assumptions about relative orders of magnitude in the following way.
Suppose variable z appears  as the first argument  in the constraint  DE(=,Di,...,Dm).
Then, the assumption with respect to x about the relative orders of magnitude, called
OM-assumption, is said to hold at time t iff the constraint  DE(z, Dl,•••,Dm) is satisfied
at time t. Such OM-assumptions are made with respect to variable x and the relative
orders of magnitude of effects are represented by the ordering  Dl,• • • ,D™ .   Let  A be a set
of OM-assumptions where each assumption is made with respect to a difTerent variable
of V. Clearly, the set of OM-assumptions holds if the set A is satisfied.
In order to ensure that in the envisionment the set of OM-assumptions is satisfied,
it suffices to check whether in each qualitative state, A is satisfied. An admissible state
which satisfies A is called an OM-state.  It is clear that OM-states satisfy the set of
constraints C U A.
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The connected subgraph containing the root, obtained from the complete envision-
ment by eliminating all non OM-states, is called OM-enuisionment.




In figure 4.10, the corresponding OM-envisionment is depicted which is consistent with
the set of assumptions. From figure 4.10, it is clear that the application of OM-
assumptions leads to a considerable reduction of the envisionment. There are two
no-change nodes, indicated by a box in figure 4.10. Both nodes represent a trend to
equilibrium on the money market. The equilibrium node itself, depicted in figure 3.2,
is not retained in the OM-envisionment. This follows from the fact that equilibrium
can only occur if counteracting effects are balanced. In this case, consumption (C) and
investment (I) must balance in order to reach equilibrium (see table 3.3). However,
this is prevented by the OM-assumption DE(Y,{I}, {C}) which states that the effect of
investment on income is larger than the effect of consumption on income.
Cyclic behaviour in the OM-envisionment is represented by 16 distinct elementary
cycles. The nodes 6 and 15 appear in every cycle. The shortest cycle is: 6 --* 13 -+ 15 --*
8 --+ 6. The set of assumptions listed above cannot prevent cyclic behaviour. However, it
is interesting to note that cyclic behaviour is eliminated if the first assumption mentioned
above, is replaced by DEtY, {C}, {I}).  This modified set of assumptions indicates the
results in case the interest elasticity of both I and M2 is assumed to be relatively low.
Since,  in  that  case, I  and  M are dominated by respectively  C  and  Ml •
The introduction of OM-assumptions reduces the envisionment in an economically
meaningful way. This follows from the semantics of the DE-constraint stated in defini-
tion 4.13. It is possible to combine OM-assumptions with the causality heuristic defined
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Figure 4.10: The OM-envisionment of CK3
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4.8 The Equilibrium Heuristic
The equilibrium heuristic finds equilibrium states in the complete envisionment of S.
This heuristic implements a kind of stability assumption.  The term "stability" is used
here in the sense of "stability of the first kind in the small" (Samuelson [19471), i.e;
for sufficiently small displacements, the equilibrium is stable. In fact, the equilibrium
heuristic generates only the shortest paths from the initial state to equilibrium states.
The behaviour corresponding to these paths is called equilibrium behaviour. The union
of all equilibrium states expresses the range of values which a particular variable can take
on in one of the equilibrium states. For example, if in all equilibrium states, Qvat(v)
equals + or 0, we infer that v cannot be lower in the new equilibrium state compared to
the initial equilibrium situation. Given this kind of information, it is easy to obtain the
comparative static properties of S.
Considered in a more general context, finding equilibrium states is a special case of
goal-directed search. In (Berndsen & Berthier [19911), a computer program is discussed
which implements goal-directed search in the context of Qualitative Simulation.  The
input of the computer program consists of an initial state and a goal state. The output
of the program is a path in the envisionment from the initial state to the goal state, if it
exists.
In the context of goal-directed systems, also called teleological systems, the behaviour
of such systems can be explained as if they "act in accordance with some goal".  Such
explanations are called teleological explanations (Nagel  [19701).   From this point  of view,
the equilibrium heuristic can be interpreted as a teleological explanation of economic
behaviour where the goal of the system is economic equilibrium.
In case the complete envisionment is generated explicitly, finding equilibrium be-
haviour is, of course, a trivial task.  Here, we address the problem of selecting equi-
librium behaviour from the large set of alternative behaviours in an efficient way, i.e.,
without generating the whole envisionment. Normally, the envisionment is generated
in a breadth-first manner, i.e., all nodes at depth D of the search tree are expanded
before expanding any node at depth D + 1. In the following, we describe a heuristic
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which conducts a best-first search. First, some basic terminology of best-first search is
introduced. An extensive overview of heuristic search methods can be found in (Pearl
[19841).
The basic principle of best-first search is that at any point during search the "most
promising" node among all available candidates is selected for expansion. Every node
is assigned a heuristic value by the heuristic evaluation function h(n) which is usually
defined in terms of cost. Hence, the node with the lowest heuristic value is expanded by
the algorithm. The algorithm terminates if a goal node 7 is found among the successors
of the currently expanded node or, alternatively, if all nodes with the same value as 7
are generated. The former finds, in general, only one solution whereas the latter, called
delayed termination, establishes  the  set   F  of all solutions   as  good   as  7
An A' algorithm is a best-first algorithm with delayed termination where the eval-
uation function, called f(n), is restricted to the following form: f(n) = g(n) + h(n)
where g(n) is an additive cost function and h(n) is the heuristic evaluation function.
The function g(n) measures the cost of the path from the start node ., to the current
node n. The cost of the start node 9(3) =0, by definition. The cost of node n is the
sum-cost of all links between a and n and is defined recursively as
g(n) = g(m) + c(m, n)
where m is the immediate predecessor of n  and  c(m, n)  is  the  cost of going  from m
to n. The heuristic evaluation function estimates the cost of the path from a node n to
a goal node 7· Obviously, the estimated cost of the goal node h(7) = 0. The function
f(n) is the estimated cost of a path from 3 to 7 constrained to go through n.  Thus, f(n)
is the sum of the actual cost g(n) of the generated path from s to n and the estimated
cost h(n) of the, yet unknown, path from n to 7
In our case, QS(V, ti) is the start  node a  and  the set of goal nodes  r  =  {QS(v, 4)  1
Vv €V,Qdir(v) = std A i=i' + 1}, where £' is the length of the shortest  path from a
to 7 E r.
In the following, we define the equilibrium heuristic, denoted h.(n). In the envision-
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ment, there is a link from m to n if there is a valid state transition from m to n. A valid
state transition consists of valid transitions of variables of the economic system.  The cost
to be estimated by h(n) is associated with valid variable transitions. The equilibrium
heuristic is based on the idea that transitions preventing a particular variable from reach-
ing equilibrium must be avoided and hence are given a high cost. Conversely, transitions
of variables which are likely to establish equilibrium are considered cheap. The contribu-
tion of a variable in the evaluation function depends on the type of constraint in which
it appears. In this context, three different types are distinguished: DERIV-constraints,
SC-constraints and the other constraints.
Firstly, the DERIV-constraint describes the adjustment process of a market. General
equilibrium can only be reached if each individual market is in equilibrium. Therefore,
situations in which the market is moving towards equilibrium are preferred. Secondly,
the SC-constraint describes temporal relationships between variables. If there is an
equilibrium at time t then variables at time t-1 which influence variables at time t,
must be steady at t - 1. This provides information about a tendency towards equilibrium
at an early stage. Thirdly, variables appearing in other constraints provide no heuristic
information other than that they must be steady in equilibrium.
In accordance with the three distinguished types of constraints, every variable v of
the economic system is part of exactly one of the following three subsets 4 (i =  1, . . . , 3):
Market variables v is a market variable if v appears in a constraint DERIV(w,v).
Lagged variables  v  is a lagged variable  if v appears  in a constraint  SC+(w, v)  or
SC-(w,u) or SC(w, ...,v, . . . ) and v i s not a market variable.
Ordinary variables v is an ordinary variable if it is neither a market variable nor a
lagged variable.
For every subset, a condition is specified which determines the cost of a transition.
This condition is called the IN-condition.
Definition 4.14 (IN-condition) A variable v is dejined as IN at time interval t i,f:
1. v is a market variable and QS(v,t)= (+,dec) v (-,inc) v (O,std), or
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2.  v is a tagged variable and Qdir(v, t) = atd,  or
3.  v  is an ordinary variable and Qdir(v, t) = std
A variable which is not IN at time t is said to be OUT (at time t). In an equilibrium
situation all variables are IN or, equivalently, none of the variables is OUT.8 For an
arbitrary node n, the number of OUT-variables denotes the number of variables which
must change from OUT to IN in order to reach equilibrium.  The cost of such a transition
of v is denoted by 4 corresponding to si (v € 8,). To reflect the relative importance of
subset 86 with respect to the heuristic information provided, ci > c2 > c) > 0.
Definition 4.15 (Equilibrium Heuristic) The equilibrium heuristic h/n) is dejined
as follows:
3
h.(n) = E c.h.(n)
1=1
where hi(n) is the number of OUT-variables of a'.
To  complete the definition  of the evaluation function   f(n), the actual   cost  of a state
transition between two nodes needs  to be defined. The actual  cost  c(m, n)  of a state
transition from node m to n is the sum of the actual cost of each variable transition.
The actual cost of a variable transition  (QS(v, t), QS(v, t + 1)) is defined in table 4.5.
c(QS(u,t),QS(v,t+ 1)) visINatt+1 u is OUT atttl
v is IN at t                  0                    4
v i s OUT att                4                    0
Table 4.5: Actual cost of a variable transition
The actual cost g(n) of the path from 8 to n is recursively defined by
g(n)  =  g(m) + c(m, n)
8Note that if all variables are IN, it necessarily follows  that the Qdirs  of all variables (including market
variables), are steady. The reason is that if u is a market variable then constraint DERIV(w, v) E C.
Since w is IN, i.e. Qdir(w, t) = atd,  QS(v, t) = (0, std)
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d
=  9(m) + E c(QS(v, t),QS(v, t + 1)) (4.2)
j=1
where d is the number of variables, m is an immediate predecessor of n, and g(m) is the
actual cost of the path from a to m. Furthermore, as noted above, 9(3) - 0.
In theorems 4.3 and 4.4, it is shown that the equilibrium heuristic is admissible. As a
consequence, the A. algorithm employing h.(n) returns an optimal solution if one exists,
i.e., there is no other goal node 7 with a strictly lower cost. The admissibility of h. (n)
is proven by showing that h.(n) is monotone (Pearl 119841).
Theorem 4.3 (Monotonicity) The equilibnum  heuristic  h.(n),   dejinilion  4.15,   is
monotone.
Proof: A heuristic function h(n) is said to be monotone if
h(m) 5 c(m,n) + h(n) Vm,nln is a successor  of m (4.3)
In our case, we have to show:
h.(m)  5  Km, n) + h.(n)
h.(m) - h.(n)    5    c(m, n)
d
h.(m) - h.(n)  S  Ic(QS(u,t),QS(v,t + 1)) (4.4)
j=1
The exact actual  cost  c(m, n) depends, of course,  on the particular transitions  of
all variables. However, it is possible to define a lower bound on the actual cost using
the number of OUT-variables.   For 4, the lower bound on actual cost cl4(m,n) is  the
minimum number of variables which must change from IN to OUT and vice versa. This
is equal to the absolute value of the difference of OUT-variables between m and n. Let
h:(n) denote the number of OUT-variables of 4 of node n. The lower bound on actual
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cost of subset i can be written as
db.(m,n)= 414(m) -4(n)1
and the lower bound on actual cost of all variables is
33
clb(m,n) = Ic/b; = Ecilh:(m) - h.(n)1
81 t=1
The actual cost is equal or greater than the lower bound clb(m, n),thus:
d                                       3





2   3/44(m) - 44(n)
i=l
2  h,(m) - he(n) (4.5)
Inequality 4.5 is equivalent to (4.3) which establishes the monotonicity of h,(n) 0.
Theorem 4.4 (Admissibility)  The equihbrium heuristic h,(n), dejinition 4 · 15,  is  ad-
missible.
Proof: h,(n) is monotone. This implies that h,(n) is also consistent (Pearl [1984 theo-
rem 81). In contrast to monotonicity, consistency relates the heuristic of a node to the
heuristic of any of its successors. Thus,
h.(m) Sk(m,n) + h,(n)
where n is a (not necessarily immediate) descendant of m and  k(m, n) is the sum-cost
of the cheapest path from m to n. Take 7 as a descendant of node m:
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Figure 4.11: Search tree of A' with h.(n)
By definition, h.(7) = 0 and k(m,7) = h'(m). As a result, h.(m) S h;(m) and hence
h.(n) is admissible 0.
In the following, we apply the equilibrium heuristic to CK3. In contrast to earlier
examples,  we  use the quantity space QSval  = { - ,0, + } for every variable instead  of
Qsval = {X} Consequently, multiple equilibrium states are possible because they can
difTer with respect to the Qvals. The complete envisionment without ignoring Qvals,
consists of 797 nodes. In this case, the equilibrium heuristic expands only 17 nodes (and
generates 136 nodes) to find the three equilibria with a shortest path. Hence, the best-
first search with h. (n) expands only 2 % (generates 17 %) of the complete envisionment.
The expanded nodes of the search tree are depicted in figure 4.11. In addition, the
comparative static properties of CK3 are listed in table 4.6.
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u Qual(v) Comparative static
59  76 105 value of v
C   +++        +
I      0-+           7
Ml+++ +
M,0- +   ?
d     
M.+++ +
EMd 0 00  0
r       0+-             ?
Y t t t   +
Table 4.6: Comparative static properties of CK3
4.9   Application of the Heuristics
In this section, we present an analysis of a moderately sized qualitative economic model
using the framework of chapter 3 and the heuristics introduced in this chapter.  The main
motivation for this analysis is to show that the application of formalisms developed in
previous chapters is not restricted to small economic models but are also suitable for
analysing larger economic models. Another important reason is to show to what extent
explanations obtained from the behaviour in the envisionment correspond to explanations
of behaviour given in the literature.
In this section, the model under study is the well-known economic model attributed
to Mundell and Fleming (Fleming [1962]; Mundell  19621) which can be found in many
textbooks (see, e.g. (Blanchard & Fischer 119891; Dornbusch  1980])). The standard ver-
sion of the Mundell-Fleming model can be characterised as a Keynesian type model for a
small open economy. Two exchange rate regimes are distinguished. In the jized exchange
rate regime, the exchange rate e is an exogenous variable and the foreign exchange reserve
of the central bank  fr is an endogenous variable. Conversely, in the #exible  exchange
rate regime, e is an endogenous variable and fr is an exogenous variable.  Thus, in case of
balance of payments disequilibrium, the adjustment variable is, respectively, the foreign
exchange reserve Jr under fixed exchange rates and the exchange rate e under flexible
exchange rates.
The version of the Mundell-Fleming model used here is described in full in appendix A.
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The constraint representation of this model consists largely of SUM-constraints.  The
reason for this is that the corresponding equations consist of more than two contempo-
raneous variables. The model meets the restrictions for deriving causal influence graphs
(see section 4.3), i.e., it is self-contained (28 variables and 28 constraints) and every vari-
able appears exactly once on the position of variable w i n a constraint c €C a s defined
in table 4.2.
The Mundell-Fleming model can be used to analyse, for example, the effects of an
expansionary shift in budgetary policy or the effects of an increase in the stock of money
under both exchange rate regimes.
The constraint graph G of the model is depicted in figure 4.12: In figure 4.12, the
links originating from constraints of both exchange rate regimes are shown. The dotted
link from BOP to fr is relevant under fixed exchange rates whereas the dashed link
from efd to e is present under flexible exchange rates. Of course, in any application only
one of these links actually belongs to G. Henceforth, we indicate the relevant exchange
rate regime when necessary.
In the remainder of this section, two important results are shown. First, we present
the causal influence graph of the model. The causal explanation obtained from this graph
is  compared to the explanation quoted from (Fleming  [1962  p.  370])  in the Introduction
of this thesis. Second, we present an envisionment of the Mundell-Fleming model in
which the causality heuristic and reasoning with relative order of magnitudes are jointly
applied.
By applying the causal ordering method of section 4.3 to the fixed exchange rate
version of the model, we obtain the causal influence graph shown in figure 4.13.  This
causal influence graph can be employed to analyse the effects of an expansionary shift in
budgetary policy, represented by a change in g, under fixed exchange rates. Therefore,
the source set Vo = {g}. The causal influence graph which is appropriate to study
the consequences of a change in money supply, CIG(d), is depicted in figure A.1 of
appendix A. In addition, the causal influence graphs of type 2 of the model under both
exchange rate regimes are shown in figures  A.2  and  A.3 of appendix  A.
9For  clarity, the exogenous variable  Pd  is not depicted in figure  4.12.
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Figure 4.12: The constraint graph of the Mundell-Fleming model
We confront the causal explanation which can be obtained in the way described in
section 4.6 with the explanation quoted from (Fleming  1962 p. 370}) in the Introduction
of the thesis. The explanation by Fleming is repeated below in italics in two parts.
The first part of the quotation explains the causal dependencies among the variables
of the model. The corresponding parts of the CIG in figure 4.13 are inserted between
square brackets in the quotation. In addition, we show the increase (T) or decrease (1) of
each variable. The changes of each variable are derived from qualitative state QS(v,ti)
shown in table 4.7.10
Under fixed ezchange rates, an increase in public expenditure will give
rise to an increase in income which will be associated-if the economy was
previously  underemployed-with  increases  in  employment  and  output.   [g  T -t
y T] The increase in expenditure will lead to a deterioration in the balance
of payments on current account, owing, notably,  to  a  rise  in  imports.  [y T -4
yi '1-5 im' TY+ im T-Z# ca 1-t CA 13 BOP 1 1. . . Since the increase in
10In the corresponding causal envisionment there are three qualitative states at ti which differ only
with respect to Qdir(BOP) Since Qdir(CA) = dec and Qdir(K) = inc and SUM(BOP, +CA, +K),
it follows that Qdir(BOP) =?.
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Figure 4.13: CIG(g) of Mundell-Fleming model with fixed exchange rates
public expenditure provokes an unfavorable shift in the current balance and a
favorable shift in the capital balance [Y TY+ mi T- * md TY+ em,1 T'im' r T-t
K T-t BOP T}, it is uncertain whether the balance of payments as a whole
will deteriorate or improve.
From figure 4.13, it is clear that a change in g affects BOP in two ways, It is not
possible to conclude from CIG(g) which of the two infuences dominates the other.11 In
the second part of the quotation, Fleming discusses some conditions under which the
unfavourable effect (CA 1.5 BOP 1) outweighs the favourable effect (K T-t, Bopt).
Again, the corresponding links are inserted between square brackets in the quotation:
. .It is the more likely to deteriorate, and the less likely to improve, the
higher w the marginal propensity to import, [y -t' iml the less sensitive is
r derivthe rate of interest to changes in money income, temd  -+  r} and the tess
se,wilive are capital movements to changes in the rate of interest. [r -t K]
11 In causal influence graphs, the strength of links   is not represented explicitly.    In our framework,
however, the strength of links can be manipulated by introducing OM-assumptions.  This is shown
below.
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u      QS(u, ti) v QS (v,ti)
BOP -, md A, inc
c      A, inc ml A,inc
ca A,dec m, A, dec
CA A, dec m A, dec..
d           A, atd m. A,dec
e      A,8td     Pd   A,atd
efd    A, inc p    A,atd
emd t,inc    p,   A, atd
fr     A, dec     p;   A,8td
g      A,inc r A, inc
i      A,atd     rf    1,3td
im A, inc x A, std
im' A,inc y A,inc
K A,inc y,        A,inc
Table 4.7: The causal state of the Mundell-Fleming model after an increase in government
expenditures
From this comparison, we conclude that the causal dependencies in the Mundell-
Fleming model, quoted from (Fleming [1962. p 370.}), are similar to the causal depen-
dencies obtained from the CIG in figure 4.13. Moreover, from table 4.7, it is clear that
the changes of the variables of the model, indicated by T and 1 above, are also similar.
The complete envisionment of the Mundell-Fleming model contains more than 2000
nodes. The causal envisionment consists of 75 nodes. A further reduction is obtained by
applying the causality heuristic and reasoning with orders of magnitude simultaneously.
To this end, we introduce the OM-assumption DE(BOP, {CA},{K}). The interpreta-
tion of this assumption is that the current account effect is larger than the capital account
effect with respect to the balance of payments. It represents the situation in which one
of the conditions, mentioned by Fleming in the second part of the quotation presented
above, holds. The combination of the causal envisionment and the OM-assumption,
called OM-causal envisionment ( E°MA, yields an envisionment of only 38 nodes. In the
causal envisionment, the root has three successors presented in table 4.7. The result of
introducing the OM-assumption is that the root has only one successor state left, namely
the state in which Qdir(BOP) = dec.
Therefore, we conclude that application of the heuristics introduced in this chapter can
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reduce the envisionment drastically. Furthermore, it has been shown that the reduced
envisionment can be interpreted in an economically meaningful way. More specifically,
in our example, the causal explanation obtained from the causal influence graph and the
reduced envisionment is similar  to the explanation given in (Fleming [19621).
4.10 Taming Intractable Branching
In sections 4.4 and 4.7, we discussed the causality heuristic and the order-of-magnitude
heuristic from the standpoint of economic interpretation and explanation.   In this section,
we discuss to what degree these heuristics can reduce the envisionment. For example,
in sections 4.3 and 4.9, it was shown that these heuristics drastically reduce the envi-
sionments of CK3 and of the Mundell-Fleming model. Here, we assess the general case,
i.e., to what extent can these heuristics reduce the size of the envisionment of economic
system S.
In the following, we take the number of nodes in the envisionment E, denoted by
N(E), as a measure for the size of the complete envisionment. Analogously, let N(Ec)
and N(EoMA denote, respectively, the size of the causal envisionment E. and the OM-
causal envisionment Eo c.  Let N(E), N(EJ, and N(EoMO) denote estimations of these
measures.
In order to estimate the size of the envisionment, we estimate the number of qualitative
states for each variable.  Let qi and 92 denote, respectively, the number of possible
qualitative states of a variable with QSval = {A} and QSval = {-,0,+}. Furthermore,
let Pl and P2 denote, respectively, the number of endogenous variables with qi and q2
number of possible states. Let Pezo denote the number of exogenous variables.  Then,
it  is  clear  that  IV I  =  Pl  + 1'2  + P.20. The total number of states12 of S, N(total), i.e.,
admissible and non-admissible states, equals approximately  qf'.qr.
The estimation of the number of admissible states per variable can be derived by
using the perfect matching of variables to constraints introduced in section 4.2.13 Given
12In the following, we ignore exogenous variables since they are not a source of ambiguity.
13Strictly speaking, the condition that S must have a perfect matching is only necessary for generating
Ec and EoM, but not for generating E.
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the perfect matching, we can assign exactly one constraint c€C t o each variable v€V.
Then, the number of admissible states of variable v can be assumed to depend on the
type of constraint to which it is assigned.
In section 3.5, two potential sources of ambiguity were pointed out:  (1) the qualitative
addition operator  e  is not closed under the quantity spaces  {dec, Ad, inc}  and  {-,0, t}
and (2) the magnitude of the Qdir of a variable is unconstrained. The ambiguity caused
by (1) is embodied in our framework in SUM- and SC-constraints (of arity > 2) because
they are based on e. The second source of ambiguity is related to the DERIV-constraint.
This follows from the fact that, usually, the only variables that use the quantity space
QSval  =  {-, 0, +} are variables  u that appear  as the second argument in constraint
DERIV(w,v).
Hence, SUM-, SC-constraints (of arity > 2), and DERIV-constraints are sources of
ambiguity. Consequently, the variables w assigned to these constraints on the basis of
the perfect matching, can branch, i.e., for a given tuple of values of the n-1 other
variables (in a constraint of arity n), more than one value of w is consistent with that
tuple.
Let j denote the number of SUM- and SC-constraints (of arity > 2) in C.  Let d
denote the number of DERIV-constraints. In other words, j and d are, respectively,
the number of constraints related to the sources of ambiguity (1) and (2). In addition,
j' is analogous to j but with respect to the set of constraints C' where C' is the set of
constraints corresponding implied by the set of heuristics used in particular examples.
In general, j' depends on the source set 1/6 and the set of OM-assumptions A.
The estimation of the number of admissible states or, equivalently, the number of
nodes in the complete envisionment E, is N(E) = qf .421 > N(E). The reason for the fact
that N(E) < N(E) is that interactions between these constraints are neglected, i.e., the
number of possible states allowed by SUM-, SC-, and DERIV-constraints is assessed for
each constraint individually. Analogously, an upper bound on the number of nodes in
„
the OM-causal envisionment is N(EoMA - qi 'qM> N(EoM.)·
In table 4.8, we present the values of N(E), N(E.), and N(EoMe) for models CK3 and
Mundell-Fleming. In addition, we present the corresponding actual values obtained from
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examples in previous sections. In our framework, the values of qi and q2 are respectively
{A}I x IQSdirl = 3 and  {-,0,+}1 x  QSdirl = 9.
Model N(Ej N(E) N(E.) NiE.1 NiE°MA  N<E°MA
CK3 32.91=81     57      31.91 =2 7    15       30.91 =9    8
Mundell-Fleming 33.92  =  2187     2081      31.92 =  243 75 30.92 = 81   39
Table 4.8: Taming intractable branching
From table 4.8, we conclude that in our framework, intractable branching can be
reduced to ambiguities which arise from DERIV-constraints. This follows from the fact
that the heuristics reduce branching originating from SUM- and SC-constraints, i.e.,
0 5 j' S j.  It may even eliminate branching from this source if j' = 0, i.e., all SUM- and
SC-constraints (of arity > 2) are transformed such that none of the variables has more
than one predecessor in the causal influence graph. In this case, the branching which
remains originates solely from DERIV-constraints.
In this chapter, we have introduced three heuristics based on economic reasoning prin-
ciples. It has been shown that these heuristics reduce the envisionment to a manageable
size. More specifically, the branching can be reduced to a minimum if, in combination
with the causality heuristic, enough OM-assumptions are specified. Furthermore, in sec-
tions 4.6 and 4.9, it has been shown that causal explanations of economic behaviour can
be obtained from causal influence graphs and causal envisionments.
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Chapter 5
Implementation of a Qualitative
Reasoner in Prolog
5.1 Introduction
One of the goals of research in Qualitative Reasoning is to build computer programs such
that the reasoning process can be executed automatically. Several programs have been
written which implement the theories of Qualitative Simulation discussed in chapter 1,
(e.g. QSIM, ENVISION and QPT).
In this chapter, we describe the program QERT (Qualitative Economic Reasoning
Tool). This program is a qualitative reasoner implementing the framework and heuristics
discussed in chapters 3 and 4. The program can be used to generate qualitative behaviour
and obtain causal explanations of the behaviour of any economic system which meets
the conditions stated in chapters 3 and 4.
In figures 5.1 and 5.2, a graphical overview of QERT is shown.1  In figure 5.1, the input
and output of QERT are shown schematically. The input of the program consists of an
economic system S, an initial state QS(V, ti), and a reasoning mode R. The output of
the qualitative reasoner is the envisionment of S. The inputs S and QS(V, tz) have been
lIn both figures, a box represents data and an ellipse represents an operation on data. A link from a
box b to an ellipse e denotes that operation e uses data b Analogously, a link from e to b denotes that











Figure 5.1: Input and output of QERT
defined in chapter 3.
The reasoning  mode  R  (R  = 1, . . . ,5) indicates which heuristics (defined  in  chap-
ter 4) are used by the qualitative simulator in order to generate the envisionment. The
reasoning mode is discussed in more detail below.
Figure 5.2 shows the qualitative simulator( R) in greater detail. It describes the incre-
ment of the set of nodes N in the envisionment after one simulation step of the qualitative
simulator(R).  On the right-hand side of figure 5.2, the set of nodes in the envisionment
at time t+l i s shown together with the corresponding reasoning mode.
The qualitative reasoner is composed of a basic qualitative simulator and a part which
is dependent on the reasoning mode. In section 5.2, we discuss the basic qualitative
simulator (see figure 5.2). Given a node n€N o f the envisionment, it determines all
admissible successors of n. The basic qualitative simulator is a finite domain constraint
solver which can solve constraints defined in sections 3.3 and 4.2.
In section 5.3, we discuss the implementation of the causality heuristic. More specif-
ically, we present the code of the causal ordering algorithm for deriving causal influence
graphs.  In the remainder of this section, we discuss the input, the reasoning mode, and
the output in detail.
It is important to note that the program code discussed in this chapter, is presented
in a maximal declarative form.2 This makes the code simple to explain but somewhat
2It is assumed that the reader is familiar with Prolog.
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Set of Nodes Set of Nodes
at time t at timettl          R
Basic
N - Qualitative   S >U ,  NUS    1
Simulator
Equilibrium
NUH·          2Heuristic
Order-of-
  Magnitude NUO    3Heuristic
N u (0 n C)           5
Causality
>
Heuristic NUC    4
where:
N  is the set of nodes of the envisionment at time t
S  is the set of admissible successors of node n e N
H' is the set {h l h E S A f(h) 5 C'} where
C' is the cheapest cost of paths going from s to r
0  is the set of OM-successors of n
C  is the set of causal successors of n
Figure 5.2: One simulation step of the Qualitative Simulator(R)
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inefficient with respect to CPU time. The actual source code differs from the code
described below because of efficiency reasons. The results in both cases are, of course,
exactly the same.
Input
The input of QERT, independent of the reasoning mode, consists of the initial state
QS(V,tl)  and the economic system  S.    This is represented  by the lirst and second
argument of envisionment(EconomicSystem, InitialState, Envisionment).    The
initial state is defined by the following term: node(1. InitialState,   [root],  t (1),
[] ) .B y definition, the initial state has number N=1  and time interval ti. Furthermore,
the list of predecessors is empty because it is the root of the graph. The economic system
is represented in QERT by the following predicate:
economic_system(Name,Variables,QuantitySpaces,Constraints).
where:
Name is the name of the economic system,
Variables is the list of variables,
Quantityspaces is the list of quantity spaces QSvalj for each variable v,·,3 and
Constraints is the list of constraints; each constraint is represented by the term
c (CName.Variables) where Cname is  one of the following labels  {add,  sum,
deriv, sc, mplus, mmin, exo} and Variables is the list of variables.
For example, the QERT input of model CK3 in section 3.4 is as follows:
node(1,




30nly the middle element of the quantity space QSuali  must be specified, i.e., "zero" if QSua4 =
















The "reasoning mode" denotes the kind of envisionment generated by QERT. It is spec-
ified by the user in the clause mode_of_reasoning(Mode). QERT offers five modes for
generating the envisionment of an economic system:
R Envisionment(R)
1 Complete envisionment
2 Equilibrium behaviour by applying the equilibrium heuristic h,(n)
3 OM-envisionment
4 Causal envisionment
5    Combination of 3 and 4
The complete envisionment is the basic reasoning mode. It expands the nodes gen-
erated by the basic qualitative simulator in a breadth-first manner (see section 5.2).
The other reasoning modes are similar to the code for the complete envisionment; for
each reasoning mode a separate clause is defined incorporating the predicates which are



















The first clause generates the complete envisionment. The second clause defines the
application of the equilibrium heuristic (see section 4.8). In this case, the specific clause
f(InitialState, _ , F_InitialState) calculates the heuristic value  f(no) of the ini-
tial state no. In the third clause, the OM-envisionment (section 4.7) is generated where
the set of OM-assumptions  A is defined by assumptions (A). The causal envisionment
is generated by the fourth clause. In section 5.3, we discuss implementation issues of
causal influence graphs in detail. The fifth clause specifies the combination of reasoning
modes 3 and 4. Hence, it consists of a combination of the third and fourth clause.
Output
Each of the five reasoning modes generates an envisionment which is a rooted directed
graph. The envisionment is represented by instances of the following clause:
node(N,QualitativeState,Label,Time,Predecessors).
where:
N is a number to identify the node uniquely,
QualitativeState is a list of qualitative states of the variables in V,
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Time denotes the time interval,
Label is a label to identify equilibrium and no-change nodes, and
Predecessors is a list of immediate predecessor nodes of N.
5.2 The Basic Qualitative Simulator
In this section, we discuss the basic qualitative simulator which is used by all reasoning
modes. The basic simulator is represented by the clause
admissible_successors (Node, Successors) . First,  we  show the clause for determin-





complete_envisionment ( [],Envisionment) .
where Nl is the node of the envisionment to expand.  open is a list of nodes to be ex-
panded later on. Successors is the list of admissible successors of Nl. The envisionment
of the list  [Nl I Open] is recursively defined as the list of admissible successors of Nl and
the envisionment of the list NewSuccessors of open nodes. The predicate append_new
ensures that only new qualitative states (relative to the current set of nodes) are ap-
pended to Open. Since the list of successors are appended at the end of the list of open
nodes, the envisionment is generated breadth-first. By interchanging the arguments Open
and Successors in predicate append_new, the envisionment is generated depth-first.
The basic qualitative simulator is represented by the predicate admissible_successors
which determines all admissible successors Successors of node Nl:
admissible_successors(Nl,Successors) :-
findall(N2,admissible_successor(Nl,N2),Successors).
A node N2 is an admissible successor of Nl if there exists a valid state transition from Nl
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A state transition is valid if there is a valid variable transition for all variables of the
economic system (see section 3.4). The validity of variable transitions is checked by table
lookup (see table 3.2 of section 3.4). A qualitative state is admissible if all constraints




The predicate valid_interpretation checks if all constraints are satisfied i.e. whether
N2 is a valid interpretation given the set of constraints C (see also (Berndsen & Daniels
[19911)).
A state N2 is a valid interpretation if all tuples of qualitative values are valid tuples
i.e. satisfy the appropriate constraints. This is checked by filtering every constraint.





valid_interpretation( [] , _) .
[C I Tail]   is  the  list of constraints to solve. The predicate filter (C. ValidTuple)
filters constraint C, i.e., it determines whether a tuple of qualitative states of variables
called ValidTuple satisfies C. For every type of constraint a separate clause is defined
that specifies the tuples of qualitative states for which the constraint is satisfied. These
clauses correspond to the constraint semantics discussed in section 3.3. The predicate
compatible(ValidTuple, N2) checks if N2 agrees with ValidTuple.
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The technique of determining a valid interpretation is a constraint satisfaction prob-
lem (CSP). In the description of the clause valid_interpretation above, constraint
satisfaction is stated in its pure declarative form, omitting all computational details.
Constraint satisfaction problems occur in many difTerent contexts and there is a consid-
erable interest in efiicient algorithms for solving them (see e.g. (Van Hentenryck [19891)).
The computer language CHIP (Constraint Handling in Prolog) (Dincbas et al. [19881) is
particularly suitable for implementing constraint satisfaction problems. In CHIP, three
computation domains are defined: Boolean algebra, linear rational terms, and finite do-
mains. The latter domain is appropriate for implementing a qualitative reasoner since
quantity spaces can easily be expressed using finite domains. In (Berndsen & Berthier
 1991}), CHIP is used to implement a qualitative reasoner which uses goal-directed search,
described in section 4.8.
To understand the constraint satisfaction process in the Prolog code described here,
the clauses should be read in a procedural way. The constraint satisfaction technique
employed in the actual implementation uses backtracking over constraints. Initially,
none of the variables of N2 is instantiated with a qualitative state. The variables in N2
are instantiated if they appear in a valid tuple. Backtracking occurs whenever a tuple
of variables  in a constraint  is not consistent  with  N2.
5.3 The Causal Ordering Algorithm
In this section, we discuss the implementation of the causal ordering algorithm (Algo-
rithm 1 in section 4.3). The input of the algorithm consists of the set of variables V,
the set of constraints C, and a source set Vo. The output is the causal influence graph
CIG(V). Given the input, the CIG can always be determined uniquely by the program,
according to theorems 4.1 and 4.2. The following predicate defines the causal influence
graph:








The constraint graph   G is derived by constraint_graph (Variables, Constraints,
G).   In   section   4.3, four graphs are described which   are   used to transform   G
into CIG. These graphs are defined by the corresponding clauses in the predicate
causal_influence_graph, shown above. The intermediate graph structures are, re-
spectively, the non-temporal constraint graph  Gnt, the subgraph G_L consisting  of  all
nodes reachable from the source set (including the source set), the condensation graph
G_LStar of G_L, and the numbered graph NG_L.
The basic part of the causal ordering algorithm is the implementation of algorithm 1
described in section 4.3. This algorithm, defined by clause numbered_graph(G_LStar,







The graph G_LStarl is numbered if S is a numbered strong component and the remainder
of the graph G_LStar2 is numbered, where G_LStar2 = G_LStarl - S. Strong component






There are two cases to consider. A strong component S is numbered if S is single-
ton strong component. In this case, S consists of one node which is numbered with
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0.  Otherwise, S is numbered if the predecessor set of S in Gl is numbered, i.e., if
num_pred_set (S. G_LStar)  is  true, and all nodes of S are numbered. The nodes  of S
are numbered correctly if the following predicate is true:
numbered_nodes([NodeITaill],[NumberedNodeITai12]) :-
outmdv(Node,Mdv,MaxOutmdv),
NumberedNode is MaxOutmdv + Mdv,
numbered_nodes(Taill.Tai12).
numbered_nodes([],[]).
[Node I Taill] contains all nodes of S and [NumberedNode I Tai12]  is the corresponding
list of numbered nodes. The predicate outmdv(Node,Mdv,MaxOutmdv)  is  true  if  two
conditions are met. First, Mdv must be equal to the minimal distance between Node and
any node which does not belong to strong component S. In other words, Mdv is the length
of the shortest path from node N outside S to Node. Second, MaxOutmdv must be equal
to the maximum of the numbers of nodes outside S with a shortest path to node. From
definition 4.6, it follows that Node is labelled correctly if NumberedNode is equal to the
sum of MaxOutmdv and Mdv.
In this chapter, we discussed the implementation of the computer program QERT.
The program can generate the types of envisionments defined in chapters 3 and 4. It is
not particularly fast, although on SUN SPARC machines, none of the examples presented
in this thesis takes more than fifteen minutes CPU time.
At present, QERT is a research prototype lacking a suitable user interface. Apart
from optimising the program with respect to CPU time, several wishes remain. Firstly,
an improved interface should present explanations of behaviour of economic models in,
more or less, natural language. Secondly, the results, such as envisionments and causal
influence graphs, should be presented graphically. Thirdly, an interactive input facility
is needed which allows the user to see the (partial) constraint graph during the input of
the economic system. Fourthly, this input facility should indicate whether the economic




Qualitative Reasoning (QR) is a relatively young but rapidly expanding area of research.
In this subfield of Artificial Intelligence, new techniques and novel application of existing
methods have been developed and implemented. These techniques have been applied
mainly to physical systems.
In this thesis, we have investigated the scope of these techniques for economic systems.
The aim was to formatise qualitative economic reasoning to the extent that explanations
of qualitative behaviour can be obtained in a formal way. The results of this study
can be summarised as follows. Firstly, we have developed a framework capable of gen-
erating causal explanations in simple qualitative economic models. Secondly, we have
implemented this framework in a computer program. Using this program, it has been
demonstrated that explanations can be generated which are similar to explanations of
economic behaviour found in the economic literature.
In  chapter  1,  we have briefly discussed the three basic formalisms  of Qualitative  Rea-
soning. Each formalism provides a framework for describing and simulating physical
systems in a qualitative way. We have demonstrated that the component-centered ap-
proach is similar to earlier work in comparative statics.
In chapter 2, three theories of causal ordering have been discussed and compared.
Each theory determines an asymmetrical relation of causality between variables, given
an acausal description of the system. Causal ordering is used to clarify the causal depen-
dencies between variables of a given model. We have proved in theorem 2.4 that for the
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class of non-degenerated systems, the causal orderings derived by the three formalisms
are equivalent. This theorem clarifies the confusing discussions  in the literature about
causal ordering (De Kleer & Brown [1986]; Iwasaki & Simon [1986a]; Iwasaki & Simon
[1986bl).
In chapter 3, we have formulated a framework for representing qualitative economic
knowledge. It is derived from the basic theories of Qualitative Reasoning, discussed in
chapter 1, but adapted to better suit economic modelling. The major difference between
our framework and those theories is the incorporation of so-called causal constraints
which express causal relationships among variables explicitly. It has been demonstrated
that our formalism can be used to generate the enuisionment, i.e., the graph of all possible
qualitative behaviours of a system given a qualitative description of that system.  The
well-known observation has been made that our framework, just as standard Qualitative
Simulation techniques discussed in chapter 1, suffers from intractable branching, i.e.,
the proliferation of possible qualitative behaviours. This problem severely limits the
applicability of standard Qualitative Simulation techniques.
Therefore, in chapter 4, heuristics are presented which aim to reduce the intractability
of Qualitative Simulation observed in chapter 3.  We have focussed on reducing the
branching of behaviour in ways which are meaningful from an economic point of view.
To this end, three heuristics have been defined which constitute the basis of economic
reasoning. Application of these heuristics has shown that a significant reduction of
the envisionment can be obtained. At the same time, the examples indicate that the
resulting behaviour can be interpreted as a causal explanation of economic behaviour.
In particular, it has been demonstrated that an explanation quoted from the economic
literature, can be reproduced by a combination of the heuristics.
In section 4.5, we have described the most important heuristic, called causality heuris-
tic. It is based on a special causal ordering technique which has been introduced in
section 4.3. This technique derives so-called causal influence graphs. Unlike the three
theories of causal ordering, described in chapter 2, our technique takes advantage of an
explicit representation of causality. It exploits the different ways in which economists
treat predetermined variables versus endogenous variables. Consequently, this causal
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ordering technique presumes more economic knowledge than the other approaches. In
section 4.6, we have discussed a way to derive causal explanations from causal influence
graphs.
The second heuristic (section 4.7) is called relative orders of magnitude. It is based
on a set of assumptions about the relative order of magnitude of counteracting economic
effects. Such assumptions result in a partial ordering of effects acting on a specific
economic variable.  In this way, it is possible to derive a subgraph of economic behaviour
in which the set of assumptions holds.
The third heuristic, the equilibrium heuristic, has been introduced in section 4.8. This
heuristic implements a kind of stability assumption, i.e., it generates the behaviour of an
economic system under the assumption that it iS stable. A best-first search is conducted
to generate all equilibrium states with a shortest path from the initial state. This set
of equilibrium states has been employed to discover comparative static properties of a
given economic system. In the context of goal-directed systems, also called teleological
systems, the equilibrium heuristic can be interpreted as a teleological explanation of
economic behaviour where the goal of the system is economic equilibrium.
In chapter 5, we have discussed the implementation of the ideas described in chap-
ters 3 and 4. The implementation of the qualitative reasoner QERT (Qualitative Economic
Reasoning Tool) is in Quintus Prolog and runs on a Sun SPARC machine. Two parts
of the program have been discussed in detail: the Basic Qualitative Simulator and the
Causal Ordering Algorithm. This simulator is a constraint solver which solves the kind
of qualitative constraints defined in sections 3.3 and 4.2. The repeated application of
the Simulator, possibly in combination with heuristics, yields the corresponding envi-
sionment of the system. The Causal Ordering Algorithm embodies the node numbering
algorithm introduced in section 4.3. The result of the algorithm is a causal influence
graph (CIG). The envisionments and CIG's of chapters 3 and 4 have been generated by
QERT. However, it is a more general tool in the sense that other qualitative economic
models can be analyzed by QERT if they meet the conditions set out in chapters 3 and 4.
Methods of Qualitative Reasoning have predominantly been applied to problems in
physics. We argue that application of QR-techniques is more fruitful to domains in which
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knowledge of the domain is relatively imperfect, such as, economics and medicine. In
these domains, QR can provide tools for analysing existing models (or developing new
models) at an early stage of the modelling process. Without complete quantification of
the model, such tools can provide a quick insight in the causal structure of the model
and can identify the source of counteracting infuences in the system. In this way, the
qualitative properties of a model can be understood, and therefore, changed at an early
stage. The end product of the qualitative analysis may serve as input for subsequent
steps in the modelling process.
Future work in the economics domain can follow several lines. On the practical side,
a computer program implementing the framework developed in this thesis could be used
for educational purposes. At present, QERT is a research prototype lacking a suitable user
interface. The interface should present explanations of behaviour of economic models in,
more or less, natural language and the results, e.g, envisionments and causal influence
graphs, should be presented graphically. On the theoretical side, several topics may be
investigated. Firstly, it is necessary to combine qualitative and quantitative methods.
Although several interesting contributions in this direction have been made, a complete
theoretical basis is still lacking. Secondly, it is interesting to develop a formal procedure
for translating equations of existing quantitative models into constraints.  In so doing,
it is possible to obtain causal explanations of quantitative models. Finally, in order
to capture the knowledge of expert economists, it may be necessary to develop a more
sophisticated constraint language. It is our hope that the present thesis induces further
research in Qualitative Reasoning about economic models.
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Appendix A
The Mundell Fleming Model
In this appendix, we present the Mundell-Fleming model referred to in section 4.9.  The
model consists of three markets: the goods market, the money market, and the foreign
exchange market, listed respectively in tables A.1, A.2, and A.3.  On the right-hand side
of these tables the equations of the model are shown. The corresponding constraints are
listed on the left-hand side. The equations which depend on the exchange rate regime
are listed in table A.3. The sign ai of variable v, in a SUM- or SC-constraint is derived
from the sign of the partial derivative of v, in the corresponding equation.  The list of
variables is presented at the end of the appendix.
By inspection of tables A.1, A.2, and A.3, it is easy to show that this set of constraints
meets the conditions for deriving causal influence graphs set out in section 4.3. This
follows from the fact that the model is self-contained (28 variables and 28 constraints)
and that every variable appears exactly once on the position of variable w in a constraint
c EC as defined in table 4.2.
For the sake of completeness, apart from CIG(g), depicted in figure 4.13, additional
causal influence graphs of the model are depicted in figures A.1, A.2, and A.3. Figure A.1
shows the causal dependencies at tl among the variables in case of a money supply shock
under fixed exchange rates. From the causal influence graphs depicted in figures A.2
and A.3, we can infer the differences in causal dependencies with respect to the exchange
rate regime. Under fixed exchange rates, it follows that the model is a fixed price model
because p is not represented in the causal influence graph of figure A.2. Alternatively,
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under fexible exchange rates, the price of goods p can change through movements in the
exchange rate e. This is indicated by the path e -t p, -5 pin figure A.3.
SUM(y, +c, +i, +g, +ca) y = ctitgtca
SUM(yi, ty, +Pd, -P) yi T fl<Y,Pd, P)
SUM(p, +Pd, +P/) P   =   7Pd + (1 - 7)P,
SUM(p„ +p;, +e) p, = f,(pi,e)
SC(c,+y) C = .6(y,-1)
SC(i, -r) i  =  f4(r:-1)
SUM(ca,+z, -im) ca = 2 -lm
SUM(z,+p„ -Pd) Z = fs(pt,pd)
SUM(im, timi,+p/,-Pd)         im    =    fe(im;p/,pd)




Table A.1: The goods market
SUM(md, tml, tm,) md - mi + m2
M+(mi,y) mi = fs(y)
M-(m2,r) m2 - fg(r)
SUM(mr., +m„ -p) mr.       =       Ao(m.,p)
SUM(emd, tmd, -mr,) emd - md-mr:
DERIV(r, emd) f = fii(emd)
SUM(m., +fr,+d) m. = fT+d
EXO(d)
Table A.2: The money market
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SUM(BOP,+CA, +K) BOP  =   CA+ K
SUM(CA, tpd, +Ca) CA    =    A,(Pd, ca)
SUM(K, tr, -rf) K     =     /13(r,r,)
M-(efd, BOP) efd = -BOP
EXO(r,)
fixed exchange rate regime
DERIV(fr, BOP) fr = f.(Bop)
EXO(e)
flexible exchange rate regime
DERIV(e, efd) e= fis(efd)
EXO(Jr)
Table A.3: The foreign exchange market
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Figure  A.2:  CIG(c, i) of Mundell-Fleming model with fixed exchange rates
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Figure  A.3:  CIG(c, i) of Mundell-Fleming model with flexible exchange rates
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List of Variables
BOP   balance of payments
c real private consumption
ca current account oi BOP
CA current account of BOP in domestic currency units
d         domestic assets of central bank
e         exchange rate
ef, excess demand for foreign exchange
emd excess demand for money
fr foreign exchange reserves
g real government expenditures
i real private investment
im real imports in terms of domestic goods
im' real imports in terms of foreign goods
K      capital account of BOP
md total money demand
ml transactions money demand
m2 speculative money demand
nlri real money supply
m. money supply
pd        price of domestic good (in domestic currency units)
p average price of domestic and foreign goods
p,          price of foreign good (in domestic currency units)
p;         price of foreign good (in foreign currency units)
r       interest rate
r, foreign interest rate
z real exports in terms of domestic goods
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(6) Gezien de vooruitgang in de Artifici8le Intelligentie op het
gebied van zoeken in spelbomen, verdient het aanbeveling om Go
te gaan spelen.
(7) Een van nul verschillend aantal oplossingen voor het standaard
twee-dimensionale n-polyomino probleem (Golomb 1965) bestaat
alleen voor n-1,2 e n 5 (voor n=5 bestaan er 2339
verschillende oplossingen).
(8) Economen slapen 's nachts; daarom verdienen economische modellen
met een discreet tijdsconcept de voorkeur.
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(1) Theoriein van causaal ordenen (Simon 1953; de Kleer en Brown 1986;
Gilli 1981) zijn equivalent met betrekking tot de ordening van
minimaal complete deelverzamelingen in niet-gedegenereerde modellen.
hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift
(2) De causale ordening van een economisch systeem gebaseerd op de
theorie van causaal ordenen zoals beschreven in hoofdstuk 4 van
dit proefschrift, bestaat en is uniek. Dit in tegenstelling tot
de theoriedn van de Kleer en Brown (1986) en Gilli (1981).
(3) Het doel van kwalitatief redeneren is niet zozeer het vinden van
de uitkomst van een redeneerproces maar het verbeteren van de
transparantie ervan.
(4) Kwalitatief redeneren is niet zoiets als slecht kwantitatief
redeneren. Prolog is niet zoiets als een langzame implementatie
van Fortran.
(5) Elements at the top are more equal than elements at the bottom.
Figuur 3.1 van dit proefschrift
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Het spectrum van modellen dat gebruikt wordt ter verklaring van economische ver-
schijnselen is erg breed. Aan de ene kant bevinden zich grote kwantitatieve modellen
waarvan de samenhangen tussen variabelen en, mede daardoor, de uitkomsten van simu-
laties soms moeilijk te begrijpen zijn. Aan de andere kant van het spectrum zijn er
semi-formele kwalitatieve modellen waarbij verklaringen gegeven worden van economisch
gedrag die impliciet gebaseerd zijn op een diep inzicht in de causale verbanden van het
model. Tevens worden vaak veronderstellingen gehanteerd over de relatieve grootte van
bepaalde economische effecten en worden impliciet bepaalde terugkoppelingen in het
model verwaarloosd.
Ergens in het midden van het bovengenoemde spectrum kan men modellen plaatsen
waarover formeel geredeneerd kan worden.  In de laatste jaren is er in het vakgebied
Kunstmatige Intelligentie veel onderzoek verricht naar dit soort modellen, met name op
het terrein van de fysica. Het doel daarvan is te komen tot een theorie van kwatitatief
redeneren, d.w.z. men probeert het redeneren over het gedrag van fysische systemen te
formaliseren en vervolgens te implementeren in een computerprogramma.
Het doel van dit proefschrift is het formaliseren van economisch redeneren zodanig dat
verklaringen van kwalitatief economisch gedrag formeel afgeleid kunnen worden. Hier-
toe hebben we een raamwerk ontwikkeld waarmee kwalitatieve economische modellen
beschreven kunnen worden en waarmee kwalitatief gedrag van deze modellen gegenereerd
kan worden. Met dit formalisme is het mogelijk om causale verklaringen van het kwali-
tatieve gedrag van eenvoudige economische modellen op formele wijze af te leiden. Het
raamwerk is geimplementeerd in een computer programma. Hierdoor is het mogelijk
dergelijke analyses automatisch uit te voeren op (nieuwe) modellen die voldoen aan de
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eisen gesteld in hoofdstuk 4.
In hoofdstuk 1 van dit proefschrift worden de basistheorieEn van kwalitatieve simulatie
besproken. Deze theorieEn zijn voornamelijk toegepast op fysische problemen en staan
achtereenvolgens bekend als de component-gerichte aanpak, de proces-gerichte aanpak
en de constraint-gerichte aanpak. Tevens wordt aangetoond dat de component-gerichte
aanpak sterke overeenkomsten vertoont met de theorie van de kwalitatieve comparatieve
statica zoals die door economen in de jaren '60 is ontwikkeld.
Hoofstuk 2 is opgebouwd uit twee delen. Het eerste deel is een overzicht van theorieen
over causaal ordenen. Causaal ordenen is een techniek waarmee causale verbanden tussen
variabelen afgeleid kunnen worden uit een model bestaande uit een stelsel van niet-
causale relaties. De causale ordening kan vervolgens gebruikt worden voor het geven van
verklaringen. In het tweede deel van hoofdstuk 2 wordt een stelling gepresenteerd die
de drie theorie8n over causaal ordenen met elkaar verbindt voor een bepaalde klasse van
modellen, de zogenaamde niet-gedegenereerde modellen. In deze klasse van modellen is
de causale ordening in elk van de drie theorieEn hetzelfde.
In hoofstuk 3 wordt het raamwerk gedefinieerd waarin economische modellen kwalita-
tief weergegeven kunnen worden met behulp van constraints. Dit raamwerk is gebaseerd
op de theorieEn uit hoofdstuk 1. Het belangrijkste verschil tussen deze theorieiin en
het raamwerk is de expliciete manier waarop in het formalisme van hoofdstuk 3 causale
verbanden tussen variabelen weergegeven kunnen worden. Op basis van dit raamwerk
kan het kwalitatieve gedrag van het desbetreffende model gegenereerd worden. Het
blijkt echter dat een analyse hiervan weinig inzichten biedt vanwege de combinatorische
explosie van het aantal mogelijke gedragingen van het model. Deze eigenschap heeft het
raamwerk gemeen  met de theorieEn uit hoofdstuk   1.
In hoofdstuk 4 wordt een drietal heuristieken geintroduceerd met als doel de com-
binatorische explosie van gedragingen in te perken. In tegenstelling tot oplossingen
die zijn aangedragen in de literatuur, zijn deze heuristieken gebaseerd op principes
van economisch redeneren. De belangrijkste heuristiek is afgeleid uit een nieuwe the-
orie van causaal ordenen die gebruik maakt van zogenaamde "causal inlluence graphs".
In vergelijking met de drie bestaande theorieen van causaal ordenen, maakt de theo-
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rie uit hoofdstuk 4 gebruik van de asymmetrie in invloed tussen gepredetermineerde
variabelen en endogene variabelen. De tweede heuristiek is gebaseerd op het idee van
redeneren met verschillende ordes van grootte. Door aannames te maken over de re-
latieve orde van grootte van tegengestelde invloeden, wordt de ambiguiteit verminderd
die ontstaat wanneer invloeden met een tegengesteld teken worden opgeteld. De derde
heuristiek implementeert een bepaalde aanname van stabiliteit van het desbetreffende
economische systeem. Door middel van een zogenaamde "best-first" zoekmethode wor-
den alleen de kortste paden tussen de begintoestand en evenwichtstoestanden van het
systeem gegenereerd. Hiermee kan efficiEnt inzicht worden verkregen in de comparatief-
statische eigenschappen van het model.
In hoofdstuk 5 wordt het computerprogramma QERT (Qualitative Economic Reason-
ing Tool) besproken. QERT is een implementatie in Prolog van het raamwerk uit hoofd-
stuk 3 en de heuristieken uit hoofdstuk 4. Het programma genereert een beschrijving
van mogelijke kwalitatieve gedragingen van het model en causale verklaringen van dit
gedrag in de vorm van "causal influence graphs".
In hoofdstuk 6 worden de algemene resultaten van dit proefschrift besproken en aan-
bevelingen gedaan voor verder onderzoek.
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